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ABSTRACT
DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS OF POLYMER BRUSH SURFACES WITH COMPLEX
MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURES AND MORPHOLOGIES
by Wei Guo
May 2017
The combination of surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) and postpolymerization
modification (PPM) is a powerful technique for the fabrication of functional soft
surfaces. Better understanding the influence of the aforementioned factors on the PPM
effectiveness is valuable for fulfilling the potential of the PPM approach for the
fabrication of functional soft surfaces. Specifically, by carefully balancing modification
reactivity and limitation of mass transport, polymer brush with composition heterogeneity
and gradient along the normal direction of the surface otherwise unattainable by methods
of direct polymerization can be fabricated via the PPM approach which opens doors to
new routes to polymer brush with complex functionality and morphology (i.e. buckling).
This dissertation is focused on designing and synthesizing polymer brush surfaces with
complex molecular architectures and morphologies with specific emphasis on improving
the understanding of PPM effectiveness and the distribution of post-modification
moieties on grafted polymer chains.
In the first study, microwave-assisted surface-initiated polymerization (μW-SIP)
was developed and employed to demonstrate the synthesis of polymer brushes on silicon
and quartz substrates. The μW-SIP approach shows significant enhancements in polymer
brush thickness at reduced reaction times and monomer concentration.
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In the second study, the postpolymerization modification of a poly(2isocyanatoethyl methacrylate) (pNCOMA) brush surfaces with deuterated thiols of
different sizes was studied and the depth profiles of the distribution of the modified brush
were drawn using neutron reflectometry analysis. By applying a sequential PPM
strategy, polymer brush with tapered block copolymer architectures was synthesized.
In the third study, a poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (pSMA) copolymer brush
was synthesized in an effort to fabricate pendent polyfunctional thiols polymer brush for
further thiol-ene modifications. Furthermore, the pSMA brush itself was found to be a
stable and versatile platform for amine modification.
In the last study, a straightforward PPM approach, utilizing the knowledge gained
in previous studies, to engineer ultrathin polymer brush surfaces with tunable wrinkled
morphologies was demonstrated by creating a modulus mismatch between the top layer
and bottom of the polymer brush via selectively crosslinking of the outer layer of pSMA
brushes by balancing the rate of PPM and reactive molecule diffusion.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Functional Soft Surfaces
Coatings can improve the properties of objects by tuning the interaction of the
underlying material with the adverse environmental conditions. Utilization of thin
coatings for decoration and protection purposes has been known to mankind for a very
long time. People discovered lacquer and applied it onto wooden surfaces in eastern
China in Neolithic Ages (~5000 B.C.).1-2. The early Egyptians used beeswax, clay, and
gelatin to produce varnishes, enamels and to waterproofed ships with coatings from pitch
and balsam. In ancient Mediterranean and East Asia, lacquers were used for decoration
and protection coatings of homes, ships, and mausoleums.3-4 Today, solid surface
modification with thin coatings has gained great interest as the range of coatings expands
from decoration and protection to functional soft surfaces such as anti-corrosion,5
adhesion,6 lubrication,7 colloid stabilization,8 catalyst immobilization,9 controlled
wettability,10 and many others.11
1.2 Methods of Thin Films Fabrication
Surface coating techniques can be categorized into two types – thin films that are
physically attached to the substrates and thin films that are covalently bonded to the
surfaces.4 The methods that rely on physical interactions for film assembly include
Langmuir–Blodgett (L-B) technique,12 Layer-by-Layer (LbL),13 spin coating, spray
coating, dip coating, doctor blading, and many others.14-15 In general, coating techniques
that rely on physical interactions are simple to process but the films are less robust. An
alternative approach to improve the long-term stability of coatings is to attach molecules
and/or polymers covalently to the substrate. The self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
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technique uses a small molecule with a reactive head group that reacts with a
corresponding moiety on the surface (e.g., alkylphosphonic acid/metals,
alkylthiolate/noble metals and organosilane/SiO2) forming a covalently bonded single
layer on the surface that contains desired functionality.16-17 While SAMs are more robust
due to covalent linkage, it has the disadvantage of low functionality as the surface
reaction is self-limiting and the SAM films are very thin (less than 5 nm).18
1.3 Grafted Polymers, Polymer Brush and Surface-Initiated Polymerization
Polymers that are covalently bonded to surfaces (also known as grafted polymers)
can be fabricated via grafting to, grafting through and grafting from approaches (shown
in Scheme 1.1). Polymers can be directly grafted onto the surface – a process known as
the ‘grafting to’ method – via an ‘anchor’ group.4, 19-20 Another approach, referred to as
the ‘grafting through’ approach, uses SAMs of monomer or polymerizable groups that
will participate in a solution initiated polymerization process.21-22
For both methods, the bottleneck step is the ‘grafting to’ process of polymers or
macromolecular radicals onto the surface. The ‘grafting to’ process is self-limiting due to
thermodynamic and kinetic reasons. First of all, the attachment of chains onto a surface
already covered with polymers can be thermodynamically unfavorable. At high grafting
densities, the surface-grafted polymers are in an extended conformation due to strong
intermolecular segment–segment interactions. Any chain in solution which is to be
grafted to the surface must change from a random coil conformation to an extended
conformation at the surface. The only energy compensation for the entropy loss during
the conformation change is the formation of one covalent linkage between the polymer
and the surface. When the grafting density is high the entropy penalty can be great
2

enough to inhibit any new chain attachment to the surface. Kinetics is another factor that
disfavors the ‘grafting to’ process. As the grafting density increases, the polymer
concentration in the regions near the substrate quickly becomes higher than the polymer
concentration in solution. Any additional polymers to be tethered to the surface would
have to overcome the concentration gradient. This diffusion barrier significantly slows
down the rate of the ‘grafting to’ process and would occur at low grafting density
conditions and result in low film thickness. Both theoretical and experimental studies
have shown that it would take thousands or millions years to add a few more chains onto
a surface after the surface is covered by grafted coils. 23-24

Scheme 1.1 Schematic illustration of (a) grafting to, (b) grafting through and (c) grafting
from approach.
To overcome the intrinsic limitation of ‘grafting to/through’ methods and to
achieve higher thickness, ‘grafting from’ or surface-initiated polymerization (SIP)
approach has been developed. The ‘grafting from’ method starts with immobilization of
an initiator onto a surface (forms a SAMs layer) followed by direct polymerization of
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polymer chains from surface attached initiators19-20 and is capable of achieving much
higher grafting density and film thickness (greater than 100 nm).25
As one of the most effective and versatile pathways towards surfaces with desired
physicochemical properties, SIP allows control over grafting density, brush thickness and
functionality.26-27 At low grafting density, surface-tethered polymer chains exhibit
random coil conformation which is often referred as ‘mushroom regime’ as shown in
Scheme 1.2. When the grafting density is high, the surface-bound chains are forced to
stretched away from the surface and adopt the ‘polymer brush’ conformation due to
strong segment-segment interactions and the polymer brush thickness, h, scales to 1/3
order of grafting density, σ.4, 19, 28 Grafted polymers with low grafting density or in the
‘mushroom regime’ can be fabricated by the ‘grafting to/through’ approaches. Grafted
polymers with high grafting density or in the ‘brush regime’ require the ‘grafting from’
method.

Scheme 1.2 Schematic illustration of the conformations of polymer grafted on surfaces in
which h represents thickness, N represents the degree of polymerization and σ represents
grafting density of grafted polymers.
4

Polymer brushes can be synthesized on a number of substrates/surfaces including
silicon,29 quartz,29 glass,30 stainless steel,29, 31 Al,32-33 Ti,29, 34-35 Ni,35 gold,29, 36 cellulose,37
and polymers.30, 38-41 Other than flat substrates, polymer brushes can be grown from
microchannels,39, 42 membranes,32, 37 AFM probes (silicon nitride),43 nanoparticles (e.g.
SiO2,44-45 Fe3O4,46 Fe2O3,47 TiO2,48 and clay49), graphene,50 carbon nanotubes,51 carbon
fibers,52 deformable materials,41, 53 and layer-by-layer (LbL) films.54 Other than the SAM
technique, macromolecular initiators38, 40-41, 51 are also used for the SIP process. Polymer
brush surfaces can be synthesized via anionic polymerization,55 cationic polymerization56
ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)57-58 and radical polymerization
techniques (thermal-initiated/photo-initiated free radical polymerization,4, 26, 59 NMP,60
ATRP,61-64 and RAFT65). Using surface-initiated ATRP, block copolymer brushes have
also been prepared.63-64
1.4 Physical Properties of Polymer Brush
Compared to sub-10 nm films prepared by SAMs and/or grafting to/through
approaches, the higher thickness of polymer brush greatly enhances the functionality of
the surfaces which benefits applications such as membranes and biosensors.66-67
Applications that rely on the chemical functionality of polymer brush surfaces are
summarized in a number of literature.59, 68-70 Compared to solution cast polymeric
ultrathin films, polymer brush films have a number of unique properties: (1) greater
stability due to covalent linkages between polymer chains and the substrate; (2) increased
effective Tg due to stronger interfacial energy (γ) between polymers and the substrate; (3)
stronger elastic modulus in the vertical direction of the surface due to extended polymer
chain conformation.
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The glass transition temperature (Tg) of spin coated ultrathin films (below 80 nm)
is lower than the bulk Tg with low interfacial energy (γ) between the film and substrate.7172

The effective Tg and elastic modulus of polymer brush (under dry and/or glassy state)

are found to be consistently higher than that of spin-coated films of equivalent
thicknesses owing to the anisotropic structure of extended chains. This feature of
increased Tg and modulus of polymer brush has found applications in wear resistance
surfaces,73 lithography and millipede data storage technology in semiconductor
industry.74-75 For spin coated films the deviation in the Tg from the bulk value increases
with decreasing film thickness. For polymer brush, the Tg increases sharply with
decrease of brush thickness within the range of 50 nm predominately due to the restricted
mobility of tethered polymer chains as shown by Scheme 1.3.76-78

Scheme 1.3 Schematic illustration of the relation between the glass transition temperature
and the film thickness of polymer brush and spin coated films.
The estimation of shear modulus of polymer brush under molten state was first
proposed by Fredrickson et al.79 and compared well with measurement by Fujii et al. who
found that monodispersed brushes show much smaller shear modulus than brushes with
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polydispersed molecular weight.80 Nalam et al. observed shear moduli of swelling
polymer brushes decrease with improving solvent quality.81 Domack et al. reported that
shear modulus of swelling polymer brush could be much lower than the shear modulus of
a polymer solution of equivalent segmental density.82 Similarly, Espinosa-Marzal et al.83
and Sui et al.84 found that the elastic moduli of swelling polymer brush decrease with
improving solvent quality and swelling ratio. Polymer brush surfaces with low shear
modulus have found applications in the field of friction reduction and lubrication.73, 85-86
1.5 Characterization of Polymer Brushes
Characterization of ultrathin polymer brush is challenging yet important to the
understand the chemical and physical properties.59 The thickness of ultrathin films can
be directly measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) scratch test which involves
removal of soft film materials from rigid substrates.87 Ellipsometry, on the other hand, is
the most convenient and widely used non-destructive method for SAMs and polymer
brush thickness measurement.62 Ellipsometry directly measures the complex reflectance
ratio ρ (via amplitude component Ψ and the phase difference Δ) of a beam of laser
passing through thin film samples. The film thickness can be calculated using a
multilayer model, based on Fresnel equations, with given refractive index (RI) values of
each layer. Ellipsometry can also be used to back calculate RI of an ultrathin film with
known thickness values.88 X-ray reflectivity (XRR)63-64, 89 and neutron reflectivity (NR)
90-92

can also be used to determine film thickness. For polymer brush grafted on

particles, transmission electron microscopy (TEM)93 and dynamic light scattering
(DLS)94 are the techniques to deduce polymer brush thickness. Thermogravimetric
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analysis (TGA) has been used to determine the weight percentage of polymer brush on
brush coated nanoparticles.94
Grafting density, σ, is an important parameter of a polymer brush. In theory, σ
can be calculated based on the film thickness (h), mass density (ρ) and molecular weight
(M) of degrafted polymer brush previously tethered on the substrate, as shown by the
following equation, in which NA is the Avogadro number.20, 95
σ=

ℎ𝜌𝑁𝐴

Equation 1

𝑀𝑛

In practice, a sacrificial initiator was added to the polymerization solution and the
number average molecular weight of the solution-borne polymer (measured by GPC) was
used as Mn.96 In Equation 1, the mass density (ρ) of polymer brush was usually assumed
to be equivalent to that of bulk polymer or, if the density of polymer is not available,
monomer.
A number of microscopic techniques have been used to study the morphology of
polymer brush surfaces, including optical microscopy,97-99 fluorescence microscopy,100
101

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and AFM,99, 102 ranging from sub-millimeter to

sub-micron sized domains. AFM and photo profilometer are capable of providing images
with 3D information and surface roughness values.103
Mechanical properties (modulus104 and adhesion105) and phase separation of
ultrathin polymer brush can be characterized using AFM. Stafford and other researchers
have developed methods using surface buckling behavior to characterize mechanical
properties of a PDMS tethered polymer brush.53
Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR)
is suited for the characterization of the chemical component of ultrathin polymer brush.106
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Depth profiling (and mapping analysis) of the through thickness chemical composition of
polymer brush can be achieved by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),64, 89, 107 time
of flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS)108 and NR.90-92 Elemental
distribution of polymer brush surfaces can be characterized using SEM energy disperse
X-ray (EDX).31, 109
Wetting behavior of polymer brushes can be characterized using contact angle
goniometer. Surface free energy of samples can be obtained using two probe liquids
(usually DI water and hexadecane) according to the Fowkes two component model.110
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a technique that measures the mass per unit
area based on the change in frequency of a quartz crystal resonator and it has been used
to monitor conformational changes of polymer brush upon swelling.111-112 Ellipsometry
with a liquid cell can also be used to monitor the swelling of polymer brush (Also see
Chapter V).113
1.6 Postpolymerization Modification (PPM) of Polymer Brush
Many applications of polymer brush surfaces depend on the functionality carried
by the polymer chains tethered on the substrate.
Unfortunately, direct polymerization of monomers bearing desired functionality is
not always applicable, due to chemistry (e.g. thiols and alkenes groups versus radical
polymerization), physical (steric hindrance) and/or economic reasons. Postpolymerization modification (PPM) is a better approach which involves SIP of monomers
containing polymerization-inert functional groups followed by subsequent conversion of
the functional moiety groups into desired functionality.114
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Postmodification of polymer brushes, in a lot of cases, involves addition of small
molecules onto the already stretched polymer chains, thus requiring efficient chemistries
to overcome the entropic penalty to achieve high conversion. ‘Click chemistries’ and
other highly efficient reactions such as copper catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition
(CuAAC),115-117 amine-active ester reactions (N-Hydroxysuccinimide/NHS67, 118 and
pentafluorophenol119), epoxy ring opening reactions,120-122 Diels-Alder cycloadditions,123130

nitroxide photo-click reaction131 and thiol-based reactions132 (alkenes,129-130, 133-136

alkynes,98, 134, 137 isocyanates,99 epoxy,138 and halogens139-141) have been used for the SIPPPM approach. Polymer brush surfaces with multiple functional groups can also be
synthesized using the SIP-PPM approach via sequential modifications142 or orthogonal
chemistries.98, 143-146 Surfaces with complex morphology and compositionally controlled
patterned domains can be achieved via the combination of polymer brushes with
patterning techniques including photomasking,98, 100-101 microcontact printing (μCP),97, 102
microcapillary printing (μCaP),99, 145 lithography,100 and techniques relying on surface
buckling instability.145, 147
1.7 Effectiveness of PPM
Upon postmodification, the polymer brush thickness changes due to the change of
molecular mass of the repeating unit. Murada et al. first studied the relationship between
the polymer brush thickness change and molecular mass and found that, by assuming
constant grafting density and mass density before and after modification, the brush
thickness is proportional to the molar masses, as is expressed in the following equation,
T2
T1

=

M2

Equation 2

M1
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where T1 and T2 are the polymer brush thicknesses, and M1 and M2 are the molar mass of
the repeating unit of the polymer brush before and after modification, respectively.67
For PPM involving addition of reactive moieties onto polymer brush, by assuming
good solvent conditions, the number of reactive molecules in solution is orders of
magnitudes larger than the number of potential reactive sites on the polymer brush
resulting in pseudo first order kinetics. Arnold et al. reported that pseudo first order
kinetics fits well with the aminolysis of an active ester pendent brush.119 In some cases,
due to diffusion limitation, PPM of polymer brush do not always follow the pseudo first
order model. Upon exposure to the PPM solution, the outskirt of the polymer brush will
first be modified by the free reactive molecules. The increased molar mass of the
repeating units will force the polymer chains into a more stretched conformation leading
to increased film thickness. Together this makes the mass transfer of reactive molecules
in the solution to the regions of polymer brush close to the substrate more difficult,
rendering a reduced if not diminished observed reaction rate. Orski et al. reported the
kinetics of PPM of a CuAAC polymer brush exhibiting a diffusion limited region with
much lower reaction rate at higher conversion.148
The diffusion limitation may negatively affect the effectiveness of the PPM
process in terms of overall conversion, depth of penetration and homogeneity of the
modified brush. Factors of high film thickness, grafting density, chain stiffness, size or
molecular weight of the modifier and poor solvent quality reduce the PPM efficacy and
penetration depths while increasing compositional heterogeneity of the modified polymer
brush as shown by Scheme 1.4. Schuh et al. reported the penetration depth of aminefunctionalized poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG-NH2) within an active ester pendent polymer
11

brush.149 The authors discovered that while the molecular weight of the incoming
molecules have a strong influence on the extent of the PPM the brush thickness and
grafting density have only a weak effect on the PPM process. Schüwer et al. studied the
PPM process and the distribution of small molecular modifies on p-nitrophenyl
chloroformate (NPC) pre-activated poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA)
brushes.91 Using neutron reflectometry the authors showed that the PPM of a preactivated polymer brush depends on both the size of the incoming modifier, polymer
brush thickness and the grafting density in that smaller molecules penetrate deeper into
the polymer brush and polymer brushes with high thickness and grafting density led to
significant amount of functional groups in the inner part of polymer brushes remain
unreacted after PPM. Alswieleh et al. demonstrated spatially controlled crosslinking
within a brush surface via solvent quality; crosslinking in good solvent provided
homogeneous crosslinked brush throughout the brush, whereas in poor solvent resulted in
crosslinking primarily in the surface region of the brush150. Polymer brush with
heterogeneity along the normal axis, although are not favorable in some applications,
provides a new route towards polymer brushes with complex architectures otherwise
unattainable by methods of direct polymerization as will be discussed in Chapter V.
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Scheme 1.4 Illustration of (a) reactive polymer brush before modification, (b)
homogeneously post modified polymer brush and (c) post modified polymer brush with
functionality gradient along the normal direction of the substrate.
1.8 Surfaces with Buckling Instability
Buckling instabilities (creasing, wrinkling, and folding) are a very common
phenomenon in nature. Contrary to traditional mindset of viewing surface buckling as a
nuisance to be avoided151, recent advancements in technology have focused on exploiting
strain-induced wrinkling of thin films as a powerful approach to define the shape,
morphology, and function of surfaces with ordered or disordered patterns at multiple
length scales.152 Surfaces with buckling instabilities have found applications in the fields
of advanced adhesion,153-156 tunable wettability,157-158 antifouling,159-160 particle
assembly,161-162 stem cell growth and differentiation,163 ultrasensitive pressure sensor,164
and stretchable electronics,165-168 among many others.151, 169-170 Buckling with orientation
particularly finds application in microlens arrays,171 diffraction gratings,172-173
microcontact printing,174 maskless lithography,175 and open-channel microfluidics.176
Stafford and other researchers developed a method using surface buckling to measure
thin film properties including elastic modulus,177-179 residue stress,180 and relaxation181.
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Scheme 1.5 Schematic illustration of in-plane compression induced (a) crease and (b)
wrinkling.
Creasing instabilities are the result of a large compressive strain in a soft, elastic
material,151, 182 as shown by Scheme 1.5a. As a comparison, the principles of wrinkling
instability have been illustrated using rigid-on-soft models,151-152 as shown by Scheme
1.5b. Consider a model with a thin film thickness h, width w, and with elastic moduli of
the top and bottom layers represented as Es and Ef, respectively. The Poisson ratio of the
top ‘skin’ and ‘foundation’ materials are vs and vf, respectively. By neglecting any
interfacial shear stress, the in-plane compressive force expression is given by Equation
3.152
𝜋 2

F = 𝐸𝑠 [( 𝜆 )

𝑤ℎ3
3(1−𝑣𝑠2 )

𝐸𝑓 𝑤

𝜆

+𝜋

4(1−𝑣𝑓2 )𝐸𝑠

] Equation 3

in which λ represents the scale of a sinusoidal deflection or the wrinkle wavelength.
Buckling instability occurs when the in-plane compressive force is greater than a critical
value Fc at which (dF/dλ) = 0 is obtained. The wrinkle wavelength at this critical point is
λc, as shown in the Equation 4.152
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(1−𝑣𝑓2 )𝐸𝑠

1⁄3

𝜆𝑐 = 2πh [3(1−𝑣2 )𝐸 ]
𝑠

𝑓

Equation 4

Cerda and Mahadevan developed a simplified theory to describe the wrinkling
scale (λ) and amplitude (A) using Equations 5 and 6,183
𝐵 1⁄4

λ~ (𝐾)

Equation 5

𝛥 1⁄2

A~𝜆 (𝑤)

Equation 6

where (B/K) represents the relative stiffness of the top layer and bottom layer, and (Δ/w)
represents the imposed compressive strain. For films on flat substrates, the scaling law in
Equation 5 reduces to λ~(𝐸𝑠 ⁄𝐸𝑓 )

1⁄3

, in agreement with Equation 4.

1.9 Synthesis of Polymeric Films with Buckling Instability
Polymeric films with buckling instabilities can be engineered based on layered,
homogeneous, and gradient systems.152, 169 In the bilayer system composed of a high
modulus thin film bonded to a semi-infinite, low modulus substrate, surface wrinkling
can occur from in-plane compression with the wrinkle wavelength dictated by the
thickness of the top film and the film/substrate modulus ratio, whereas the wrinkle
amplitude is related to applied strain. Researchers have created buckling surfaces based
on thin film structures using methods including metal deposition,172 UV/ozone
oxidation,184 photo-induced crosslinking,185-186 and surface-grafting techniques;53
however, these methods have focused primarily on the fabrication of thin films on
elastomeric substrates with micro-scale morphologies. Relatively few studies have
induced buckling instabilities in ultrathin (i.e. <100 nm) polymer films attached to rigid
substrates.185, 187
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Recently, Brooks et al. combined active ester modification and μCP techniques to
fabricate nanoscale creases in polymer brush surfaces on silicon substrates.147 The PPM
process increased the molecular weight of the brush resulting in osmotic swelling normal
to the substrate surface. Confinement of the swollen brush during the μCP process
resulted in a critical in-plane stress, which was relieved via formation of creases.
Furthermore, control of crease morphology was demonstrated by changing the stamping
pressure. However, the prerequisite of mechanical confinement to induce the buckling
instability may limit the process to substrates with simple 2D geometries.
1.10 Summary and Research Overview
The combination of surface-initiated polymerization and postpolymerization
modification (SIP-PPM) is a powerful technique for the fabrication of functional soft
surfaces. The effectiveness of the PPM of polymer brush is governed by factors such as
brush thickness, grafting density, size of free reactive moieties and reaction conditions.
Better understanding the influence of the aforementioned factors on the PPM
effectiveness is valuable for fulfilling the potential of the PPM approach for the
fabrication of functional soft surfaces. Specifically, by carefully balancing modification
reactivity and limitation of mass transport, PPM with heterogeneity and functionality
gradients opens doors to new routes for the design and synthesis of polymer brushes with
complex functionality and morphologies (i.e. buckling) otherwise unattainable by
methods of direct polymerization.
This dissertation is focused on designing and synthesizing polymer brush surfaces
with complex molecular architectures and morphologies with specific emphasis on
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improving the understanding of PPM effectiveness and the distribution of postmodification moieties on grafted polymer chains.
In Chapter II, microwave-assisted surface-initiated polymerization (μW-SIP) was
developed and employed to demonstrate the synthesis of polymer brushes on silicon and
quartz substrates. The μW-SIP approach shows significant enhancements in polymer
brush thickness at reduced reaction times and monomer concentration.
In Chapter III, the postpolymerization modification of a poly(2-isocyanatoethyl
methacrylate) (pNCOMA) brush surfaces with two deuterated thiols of different sizes
was studied and the depth profiles of the distribution of deuterated thiourethane alkyl
moieties within the polymer brush was drawn using neutron reflectometry analysis. By
applying a sequential PPM strategy, a polymer brush with tapered block copolymer
architectures was synthesized.
In Chapter IV, a poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (pSMA) copolymer brush
was synthesized in an effort to fabricate a polymer brush surface containing pendent
polyfunctional thiols for further thiol-ene modifications via a two-step modification.
Furthermore, the pSMA brush itself was found to be a stable and versatile platform for
amine modifications.
In Chapter V, a straightforward PPM approach, utilizing the knowledge gained in
Chapter III and IV, to engineer ultrathin polymer brush surfaces with tunable wrinkled
morphologies was demonstrated by creating a modulus mismatch between the top layer
and bottom of the polymer brush via selectively crosslinking of the outer layer of pSMA
brushes by balancing the rate of PPM and reactive molecule diffusion.
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CHAPTER II - RAPID SYNTHESIS OF POLYMER BRUSH SURFACES VIA
MICROWAVE ASSISTED SURFACE-INITIATED RADICAL POLYMERIZATION
2.1 Introduction
The use of microwave irradiation for the rapid and highly efficient synthesis of
organic and inorganic materials has attracted considerable attention in recent years1.
Improved yields, reduced reaction times, and decreased side reactions are just a few of
the salient features of microwave-assisted small molecule synthesis in comparison with
conventional heating. These features have also resulted in a growing interest in
microwave-assisted polymerizations of all mechanistic types including step-growth, ringopening and conventional/controlled radical polymerizations2-4. Significant
enhancements in polymerization rate and/or polydispersity have been reported in some
polymerizations5-9, whereas in others no appreciable acceleration was observed10-11
highlighting the complex interplay between experimental parameters (e.g. temperature
and polarity) and microwave equipment. A recent report from Kwak et al.12 showed that
with more precise temperature control during microwave-assisted conventional radical
polymerizations, minimal effects of microwave irradiation on polymerization rate,
initiator decomposition, and comonomer reactivity could be observed. Irrespective of the
driving force for reaction enhancements (e.g. actual versus apparent temperature or
“microwave effect”), microwave-assisted polymerization has been demonstrated as a
viable approach for the rapid synthesis of a variety of polymeric materials, including the
preparation of block copolymers8-9.
Microwave-assisted surface reactions, on the other hand, have received much less
attention. The relatively few examples reported in literature include hydrosilylation of
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silicon hydride surfaces13-15 and copper-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition of alkynes
with azide-modified surfaces (or vice versa) 16-17. To our knowledge, the only examples
of microwave-assisted surface-initiated polymerization (μW-SIP) were provided by
Carter and coworkers18-19 for the preparation of conjugated polymer-modified surfaces;
however, in these initial reports, no comparison was made with surface-initiated
polymerization (SIP) via conventional heating. More recently, Carter’s group reported
μW-SIP of polyfluorene grafted surfaces with dramatic decreases in reaction time under
microwave irradiation at 163 °C in comparison with conventional SIP; however, these
improvements were in comparison with conventional heating (80 °C) at less than half the
microwave reaction temperature20. Regardless, these examples demonstrate the potential
utility of μW-SIP as an efficient route to synthesize functional polymer thin films and
justify a continued exploration of this approach.
To date, we are unaware of any reported examples of the synthesis of polymer
brush surfaces via radical-mediated μW-SIP. Radical-mediated SIP is one of the most
effective and versatile methods for tailoring the physicochemical properties of surfaces2122

. Despite the advantageous characteristics of polymer brush surfaces, the radical-

mediated SIP process can often be time-consuming and require large quantities/high
concentration of monomer to completely submerge the substrate and achieve acceptable
reaction rates. Hence, any process that can significantly reduce the reaction time and/or
monomer concentration required for SIP would be beneficial in the preparation of
polymer brush surfaces. Herein, we demonstrate the use of microwave-assisted surfaceinitiated radical polymerization for the rapid synthesis of polymer brush surfaces on twodimensional substrates. μW-SIP is carried out at constant temperature and microwave
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power allowing comparison with conventional SIP carried out in an oil bath at the same
effective solution temperature. We show μW-SIP enables significant enhancements in
brush thickness at reduced reaction times for a range of monomer types (i.e. acrylamides,
acrylates, methacrylates, and styrene). The effects of reaction time, monomer
concentration, and microwave power on film thickness are explored.
2.2 Experimental Section
2.2.1 Materials
All reagents and solvents were obtained at the highest purity available from
Aldrich Chemical Company or Fisher Scientific and used without further purification
unless otherwise specified. All monomers were purified by passing through a short
column of activated alumina to remove inhibitor prior to use. After purification,
monomers were stored at -20 °C and warmed to room temperature directly before use.
The asymmetric trichlorosilyl-functionalized azo initiator was prepared according to a
previously reported protocol.23 Silicon wafers were purchased from University Wafer
and glass slides (75 mm × 25 mm × 1 mm) were purchased from Fisher Scientific.
2.2.2 Instrumentation and Characterization
Ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a Gartner Scientific
Corporation LSE ellipsometer with a 632.8 nm laser at 70° from the normal. The
following refractive indices were used for thickness calculations: 3.89 for silicon, 1.46
for silicon oxide, 1.43 for initiator, 1.44 for N,N’-dimethylacrylamide (DMA), 1.45 for 2hydroxylethyl acrylate (HEA), 1.44 for 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
(DMAEMA), 1.49 for methyl methacrylate (MMA), and 1.59 for styrene (Sty). Grazing
angle attenuated total reflection FTIR (gATR-FTIR) analysis was carried out using a
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ThermoScientific FTIR instrument (Nicolet 8700) equipped with a VariGATR™
accessory (grazing angle 65°, germanium crystal; Harrick Scientific). Spectra were
collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 by accumulating a minimum of 128 scans per
sample. All spectra were collected while purging the VariGATR™ attachment and FTIR
instrument with N2 gas along the infrared beam path to minimize the peaks corresponding
to atmospheric moisture and CO2. Spectra were analyzed and processed using Omnic
software. A Varian Mercury Plus 200MHz NMR spectrometer operating at a frequency
of 200.13 MHz with VNMR 6.1C software was used for proton analysis. Atomic force
microscopy was performed using a Bruker Icon in contact mode to measure film
thickness on glass substrates. A small scratch was made on the film in order to use the
bare glass or silicon substrate as a reference height. The samples were scanned with
SNL-10 silicon nitride probes (Bruker AFM Probes) with a spring constant of 0.24 – 0.35
N/m.
2.2.3 Functionalization of Silicon Wafer
Silicon and glass wafers were cut into appropriate sized pieces (12 mm × 10 mm)
and subsequently sonicated twice for 5 min each in DI water, acetone, and ethanol.
Wafers were then dried under a stream of N2 and exposed to UV-ozone for 45 min. The
substrates were stored in a 120 °C oven before functionalization. Substrates (two wafers
oriented back-to-back, polished side out) were transferred into dry, septum-sealed test
tubes containing a toluene solution of AIBN-trichlorosilane (4 mmol, 13 mL) and
triethylamine (0.2 mL). Substrates were allowed to react for 45 min and were then rinsed
and sonicated in toluene and dried under a stream of N2. If not used immediately, initiator
substrates were stored in the dark at -20 °C in toluene. The average initiator thickness
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was 4.9 nm which indicates the formation of a multilayer. The thickness of the initiator
was found to have minimal effect on the observed brush growth.
2.2.4 Microwave-Assisted Surface-Initiated Polymerization
All μW-SIP reactions were carried out in a mono-mode microwave reactor (CEM
Corporation Discover S-Class) with a calibrated infrared temperature sensor in constant
power mode with simultaneous cooling to maintain the desired temperature. In some
cases (particularly for polar solvents and monomers), it was necessary to pass the cooling
gas through coiled copper tubing immersed in an ice bath to adequately control the
temperature of the reaction. The apparent solution temperature measured outside the
reaction vial was compared with the actual solution temperature inside the vial using a
thermocouple inserted through the rubber septum of the sealed vial. Microwave
irradiation had to be paused to get a stable temperature reading from the metal
thermocouple. Monomers investigated include N, N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA), 2hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA), 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), methyl
methacrylate (MMA) and styrene (Sty). All reactions were carried out in benzene with
the exception of HEA, which was carried out in water. All surface-initiated
polymerizations under both microwave and conventional heating were carried out in 10
mL microwave vials provided by CEM. The reaction volume was kept constant at 1.2
mL, which was sufficient to completely immerse the substrates in the monomer solution,
for both microwave and conventional heating conditions. After adding the monomer
solution and initiator-coated substrate in the CEM microwave vial the polymerization
container was capped and sealed. The monomer solution was then degassed by purging
N2 for 20 min before placed in the microwave synthesis unit. Upon exposing to the
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microwave radiation, the temperature increases. The approximate ramp time to reach the
temperature set point varied between 30 – 90 s depending on the polarity of the reaction
mixture. Reaction times reported do not include the initial ramp time. After radiation,
the CEM reaction vial was cooled down to room temperature by the cooling gas before it
was removed from the microwave synthesis unit. The sample substrate was taken out of
the polymerization solution and was extensively sonicated and rinsed in a good solvent to
remove any physically absorbed polymer from the surface followed by drying with
nitrogen. This washing process was continued until no change in brush thickness could
be measured by an ellipsometer.
2.2.5 Microwave-Assisted Surface-Initiated Polymerization Conditions for DMA
For DMA, thickness versus concentration plot was obtained by doing
polymerization in N2 purged DMA/benzene solutions with the concentration of 0.81
mol/L, 1.62 mol/L, 3.23 mol/L, 4.85 mol/L, and 6.47 mol/L at 65 °C for 10 min with
radiation power set at 50 W. Thickness versus reaction time plot was obtained by
performing polymerization in degassed DMA/benzene solution (4.85 mol/L) and
irradiating at 50 W at 65 °C for 2 min, 10 min and 20 min. Thickness versus power plot
was collected in degassed DMA/benzene solution (4.85 mol/L) and then irradiating at 50
W, 100 W, 150 W and 200 W at 65 °C for 10 min.
2.2.6 Microwave-Assisted Surface-Initiated Polymerization Conditions for
DMAEMA
For DMAEMA, thickness versus concentration plot was obtained polymerizing in
N2 purged DMAEMA/benzene solutions with the concentration of 1.19 mol/L, 2.98
mol/L, 4.75 mol/L, and 5.93 mol/L at 65 °C for 10 min with radiation power set at 50 W.
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Thickness versus reaction time plot was similarly obtained by immersing the substrates in
degassed DMAEMA/benzene solution (2.98 mol/L) and irradiating at 50 W at 65 °C for
2 min, 10 min and 20 min. Thickness versus power plot was obtained by doing
polymerization in degassed DMAEMA/benzene solution (2.98 mol/L) and then
irradiating at 50 W, 100 W, 150 W and 250 W at 65 °C for 10 min.
2.2.7 Microwave-Assisted Surface-Initiated Polymerization Conditions for HEA
For HEA, thickness versus concentration plot was obtained by polymerizing in N2
purged HEA/H2O solutions with the concentration of 0.013 mol/L, 0.033 mol/L, 0.066
mol/L and 0.100 mol/L at 65 °C for 10 min with radiation power set at 25 W. Thickness
versus reaction time plot was similarly obtained by polymerization using degassed
HEA/H2O solution (0.066 mol/L) and irradiating at 10 W at 65 °C for 2 min, 6 min, 10
min, 13 min and 16 min. Thickness versus power plot was obtained by immersing the
substrates in degassed HEA/H2O solution (0.066 mol/L) and then irradiating at 10 W, 15
W, 20 W and 25 W at 65 °C for 10 min.
2.2.8 Conventional Surface-Initiated Polymerization in an Oil Bath
Conventional SIP using an oil bath was carried out in the same type of CEM
microwave vials. In a typical polymerization, an initiator-coated substrate and 1.2 ml of
monomer solution were added into the reaction vessel which was then capped and sealed.
The monomer solution was then purged with N2 for 20 min before heating at 70 °C for 10
min. The reaction vial was then removed from the oil bath and quickly cooled down to
room temperature before the sample was taken out. The samples were thoroughly rinsed
and sonicated in a good solvent followed by drying using nitrogen.
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Synthesis of Polymer Brush Surfaces

Scheme 2.1 Synthetic scheme for microwave-assisted surface-initiated radical
polymerization.
The synthetic strategy for μW-SIP is shown in Scheme 2.1. Conventional free
radical polymerization was employed because it is a simple, flexible, and well-studied
route to polymer brush surfaces. First, an asymmetric trichlorosilyl-functionalized azo
initiator was attached to the hydroxylated surface of a glass or silicon substrate. The
average ellipsometric thickness of the initiator layer (4.9 nm) indicated the formation of a
multilayer film structure. The initiator functionalized substrates were immersed into a
septum-sealed glass vial containing 1.2 mL of monomer solution, and then the solution
was purged with nitrogen for 20 min. Surface-initiated polymerizations were conducted
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under constant microwave power with simultaneous cooling to maintain the desired
reaction temperature (65 °C unless otherwise stated), and for comparative purposes,
under conventional heating using a standard oil bath. For μW-SIP reactions, the
temperature of the reaction mixture was monitored beneath the reaction vial with an IR
sensor within the microwave instrument, as well as inside the reaction vial with a
thermocouple inserted through the septum. The actual reaction temperature inside was
consistently 5 – 6 °C higher than that measured by the IR sensor; thus, the conventional
oil bath was set at 70 °C. Table 2.1 shows the comparison of brush thickness on silicon
wafers obtained from μW-SIP and conventional SIP for five monomers (styrene, MMA,
DMAEMA, HEA, and DMA) at the same effective solution temperature, monomer
concentration, and reaction time. All polymerizations were carried out in benzene with
the exception for HEA, which was conducted in water. After polymerization and rinsing
the obtained samples with polymer brush on the surface were characterized using gATRFTIR to confirm the chemical composition. In each case, gATR-FTIR of the polymer
brush surfaces showed the expected spectrum indicating no detrimental effects resulted
from the microwave irradiation as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 gATR-FTIR spectra of polymer brushes synthesized via μW-SIP on SiOx
substrates.
2.3.2 Enhanced Polymer Brush Thickness via Microwave Mediated SIP
The polymer brush thickness values were calculated using a multi-layer model
based on Δ and Ψ values which were measured using ellipsometer. The thickness of
polymer brush samples synthesized using both microwave radiation (μW-SIP) and SIP
under conventional heating conditions are summarized in Table 2.1 and shown in Figure
2.2. μW-SIP yielded a significant enhancement in brush thickness, as compared with
conventional SIP, for all monomers investigated in this study. For example, conventional
SIP of DMA (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 70 °C) yielded a film thickness of only 2.1 nm after
10 min, whereas μW-SIP of DMA (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C) yielded a film
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thickness of 189.5 nm after 10 min; this represents a 90-fold enhancement in film
thickness. Similar results were obtained for polar monomers DMAEMA and HEA,
which showed a 16-fold and a 3-fold increase in film thickness, respectively, under μWSIP conditions. More surprisingly, non-polar monomers, which interact to a lesser extent
with microwave radiation, also exhibited a significant enhancement in film growth rates
under μW-SIP. As shown in Figure 2.2, styrene and MMA showed essentially no film
growth after 10 min of conventional SIP (Sty, 1.0 nm; MMA, 0.5 nm), yet showed a 39fold (38.9 nm) and a 49-fold (24.5 nm) increase, respectively, in film thickness after 10
min of μW-SIP.
Table 2.1
Comparison of Polymer Brush Thickness Obtained From μW-SIP and Conventional SIP
Monomer
Sty
MMA
HEA
DMAEMA
DMA
a

Concentration
(mol/L)
4.36
4.69
0.066
2.98
4.85

Power
(W)
50
50
10
50
50

μW-SIP, 65 °C
Thickness (nm)
38.9
24.5
78.4
76.9
189.5
a

Conventional SIP, 70 °C
Thickness (nm)
1.0
0.5
25.9
4.9
2.1

Temperature recorded by IR sensor; the actual temperature inside the vial was 5 – 6 °C higher when measured using a thermocouple

and digital thermometer.
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of brush thickness synthesized by μW-SIP and conventional SIP.
at the same effective solution temperature, reaction time, and concentration as indicated.
Styrene (4.36 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C, 10 min); MMA (4.69 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C, 10 min); HEA (0.066 mol/L in
water, 10 W, 65 °C, 10 min); DMAEMA (2.98 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C, 10 min); DMA (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 65 °C, 10
min). The temperature for conventional SIP was set at 70 °C for each monomer system.

Presently, there is much debate over the origin of reaction enhancements under
microwave irradiation, e.g. a specific microwave effect, more efficient heating, or simply
differences in the actual and apparent reaction temperatures as recently demonstrated by
Kwak and coworkers.12 Although we have identified the difference between the actual
and apparent temperatures of the bulk solutions, we are unable to directly measure the
temperature at the silicon surface, thus the latter of the three origins remains a possible
cause of the observed SIP reaction enhancements. Doped silicon is known to efficiently
absorb microwave energy and heat rapidly.15, 24 Heat transfer through the doped silicon
could result in a temperature gradient at the SIP reaction interface, and if present, would
be expected to influence the overall film growth rate by altering the rate of decomposition
of surface-bound initiator and/or the rate of propagation. Since neither the interfacial
temperature, initiator decomposition rate nor propagation rate can feasibly be measured
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for SIP, we performed parallel μW-SIP reactions on doped silicon wafers and microwave
transparent glass substrates. Glass slides were cut into small sized pieces (12 mm x 10
mm) followed with a thorough cleaning and were functionalized with azo-initiator. Azoinitiator functionalized glass substrates were then placed back-to-back with initiatorfunctionalized silicon substrates in the same reaction tube, such that the two substrates
experienced identical reaction conditions. Upon the completion of polymerization and
cleaning the sample surface were scratched using a blade in such a way that polymers of
the scratched surface regions of the surface to be totally removed while the underneath
hard substrate remained intact. The scratched samples were characterized using contact
mode atomic force microscope (AFM) to measure the height different of the scratched
region and neighboring unscratched region. The height difference represents the total film
thickness of the sample, i.e. the thickness of initiator and polymer. The thickness of
silicon substrates was also measured using ellipsometer and the results are summarized in
Table 2.2. μW-SIP of pDMA and pHEA yielded essentially the same film thickness on
silicon and glass substrates: pDMA – Si 163 nm, glass 169 nm as shown in Figure 2.3;
pHEA – Si 33 nm, glass 36 nm as shown in Figure 2.4, whereas film thickness for
pDMAEMA was approximately 15 nm higher on silicon: Si 49 nm, glass 34 nm as shown
in Figure 2.5. This comparison should be considered qualitative since it is assumed that
the AIBN initiator layer has the same thickness and grafting density on glass as it is on a
silicon wafer. Silicon and glass wafers were modified with initiator using the same
procedure; however the two types of substrates have different surface hydroxyl content
(and thus initiator grafting density), and the accurate thickness measurement of AIBN
initiator on glass could not be obtained. Although this is not a direct comparison, these
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results warrant additional experiments to further explore the selective heating of the
silicon substrate and its possible contribution to the observed reaction enhancements.
Regardless of the origin, the enhancements of μW-SIP compared to conventional SIP are
readily apparent for each monomer system evaluated in this study.
Table 2.2
AFM Thickness of Scratched Polymer Brush Films
Monomer

DMA
HEA
DMAEMA

Glass
AFM
Thickness (nm)
169
36
34

Silicon
AFM
Thickness (nm)
163
33
49

Ellipsometry
Thickness (nm)
171.0
33.8
56.2

Figure 2.3 Contact mode AFM images of the scratched pDMA brush films prepared via
μW-SIP on (a) silicon wafer and (b) glass.
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The two substrates were immersed in monomer solution back to back in the same reaction tube (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 65 °C, 10
min).

Figure 2.4 Contact mode AFM images of scratched pHEA brush films prepared via μWSIP on (a) silicon wafer and (b) glass.
The two substrates were immersed in monomer solution back to back in the same reaction tube (0.066 mol/L in water, 10 W, 65 °C,
10 min).
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Figure 2.5 Contact mode AFM images of the scratched pDMAEMA brush films prepared
via μW-SIP on (a) silicon wafer and (b) glass.
The two substrates were immersed in monomer solution back to back in the same reaction tube (2.98 mol/L in benzene, 65 °C, 10
min).

2.3.3 Reaction Time and Concentration
To further investigate the μW-SIP process, polymer brush thickness was
evaluated as a function of reaction time and concentration. Figure 2.6a shows the
evolution of film thickness with time for μW-SIP of DMA, DMAEMA, and HEA. DMA
showed an immediate increase in thickness at very short reaction times (2 min, 182 nm)
and then gradually increased, almost plateauing with additional reaction time. While the
enhanced polymerization behavior of DMA is consistent with microwave-assisted
solution polymerizations previously reported by Roy et al.,9 the rapid plateau of film
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thickness for DMA suggests that a relatively high concentration of radicals early in the
reaction leads to both a high polymerization rate and increased termination. The
relatively less reactive DMAEMA and HEA monomers show similar trends as a function
of reaction time, but exhibit a more gradual increase in film thickness.

Figure 2.6 Plots of (a) thickness versus time and (b) thickness versus monomer
concentration.
(a) Thickness versus time plots for DMA (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C), HEA (0.066 mol/L in water, 10 W, 65 °C), and
DMAEMA (2.98 mol/L in benzene, 50 W, 65 °C). (b) Thickness versus monomer concentration plots for DMA (benzene, 50 W, 65
°C, 10 min), HEA (water, 25 W, 65 °C, 10 min), and DMAEMA (benzene, 50 W, 65 °C, 10 min). Some error bars are contained
within the data point.
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Figure 2.6b shows the evolution of film thickness with increasing monomer
concentration for DMA, DMAEMA, and HEA. For conventional SIP, there typically
exists a linear relationship between film thickness and monomer concentration observed
at constant reaction time.25 However, for μW-SIP of polar monomers in non-polar
solvents (or vice versa), as in the case of DMA and DMAEMA in benzene, the interplay
between monomer concentration and the change in polarity of the reaction mixture as
concentration increases has an evident effect on brush thickness. At low monomer
concentrations (0.81 mol/L for DMA and 1.19 mol/L for DMAEAM), the film thickness
is dictated both by low concentration and the mostly non-polar nature of the reaction
mixture, which absorbs microwave radiation less efficiently. As shown in Figure 2.6b,
there appears to be an optimal concentration and polarity range that provides a maximum
film thickness for a given reaction time. At higher monomer concentrations, the high
polarity of the reaction mixture, and consequently strong absorption of microwave
radiation leads to a decrease in film thickness. In fact, μW-SIP of DMA in bulk
monomer led to gelation of the reaction mixture and minimal brush growth. Similar
results of increased side reactions and loss of polymerization control have been reported
for microwave-assisted solution polymerization of DMA in dimethylformamide – a high
microwave absorbing solvent9. When both monomer and solvent are polar, such as the
case of HEA in water, the change in polarity of the reaction mixture with increasing
monomer concentration is minimal, and μW-SIP exhibited a more traditional relationship
between film thickness and concentration as shown for HEA in Figure 2.6b. Employing
higher HEA concentrations (i.e. > 0.1 mol/L) led to extremely thick, heterogeneous films
and partial gelation of the reaction mixture. Strikingly, thick pHEA brushes were
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obtained by μW-SIP at extremely low monomer concentrations. For instance, a 165 nm
pHEA brush was achieved in 10 min at 0.1mol/L HEA.
2.3.4 Radiation Power
As previously mentioned, all μW-SIP reactions were performed under constant
microwave irradiation power (50 W). The success of initial experiments at low power
values prompted us to explore the effect of power on brush thickness. Figure 2.7 shows
the evolution of brush thickness on silicon wafers as a function of microwave power for
DMA, DMAEMA, and HEA, with the upper power values for each monomer system
limited by our ability to accurately maintain a constant temperature with simultaneous
cooling. An increase in microwave power while maintaining a constant solution
temperature had a detrimental effect on brush thickness in each monomer system. We
speculate that an increase in power may result in a greater absorption of microwave
radiation by the doped silicon wafer leading to more selective heating of the substrate. A
higher temperature at the silicon interface could alter the rate of initiator decomposition
and increase the occurrence of bimolecular termination, both of which would be
detrimental to the brush grafting density, molecular weight, and ultimately thickness.
However, a more detailed investigation of the effect of microwave power on brush
properties is required – particularly on microwave transparent substrates such as undoped
silicon wafer or glass.
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Figure 2.7 Thickness versus microwave irradiation power for DMA, HEA, and
DMAEMA.
DMA (4.85 mol/L in benzene, 65 °C, 10 min), HEA (0.066 mol/L in water, 65 °C, 10 min), and DMAEMA (2.98 mol/L in benzene,
65 °C, 10 min), Error bars represent one standard deviation of the data. Some error bars are contained within the data point.

2.4 Conclusion
In summary, the use of μW-SIP enables rapid synthesis of polymer brush surfaces
from a variety of monomers. The effects of reaction time, monomer concentration, and
microwave power on brush thickness were reported. Not only does μW-SIP reduce the
time necessary to achieve a desired thickness, but in many cases, it may reduce the
concentration of monomer needed for the polymerization. The μW-SIP strategy was
demonstrated with conventional radical polymerization on flat silicon and glass
substrates, but should also find applicability toward controlled radical SIP techniques and
a broader range of substrates including membranes and nanoparticles.
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CHAPTER III - CONTROLLED HETEROGEITY OF TAPERED BLOCK
COPOLYMER BRUSH VIA POST POLYMERIZATION MODIFICATION
3.1 Introduction
In the field of polymer surface engineering, the ability to intentionally control the
composition, distribution and spatial arrangement of functional moieties within polymer
thin films using straightforward and efficient chemistries is of great interest. Advances in
controlled surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) techniques have undoubtedly provided
polymer chemists with a powerful toolset to tailor these parameters for polymer brush
surfaces given knowledge of reaction conditions, reactivity ratios, and order of monomer
addition; however, challenges remain particularly regarding direct polymerization of
monomers with complex and reactive pendent functionality.1-2 In this regard, the
combination of surface-initiated polymerization and post-polymerization modification
(PPM) addresses the limit of direct polymerization via installation of functional moieties
following polymerization using chemoselective reactions and has been demonstrated as a
versatile method for preparing multifunctional polymer brush surfaces.3-7 Recently, a
number of functional polymer brush surfaces with chemical and biological properties
such as patterning,8-11 catalysis,12-13 controlled release,14 separations,15 barrier
properties,16 and biological activity17-19 have been fabricated via the post-modification
approach.
For polymer brushes in the high grafting density regime, segmental repulsion and
overlap of polymer chains stretch the chains perpendicular to the surface and reduces the
conformational entropy.20-21 Upon post-modification of polymer brush, the addition of
reactive moieties onto the already stretched polymer chains further increases the
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segmental repulsion rendering the diffusion of reactive moieties from solution to the
polymer brush more difficult. The effectiveness of the PPM process of polymer brush in
terms of depth of penetration and homogeneity of the modified brush is thus governed by
the reaction conditions (i.e. intrinsic post-modification reaction rate and efficiency) and
the parameters that influence mass transport into the brush, including grafting density,
film thickness, polymer chain stiffness, size or molecular weight (MW) of the freemoving modifier, and solvent quality. Therefore, it can be deduced that increases in
thickness and grafting density of polymer brush and larger MW of the modifier will
decrease the efficacy and depth of penetration of the PPM resulting in a brush surface
with greater compositional heterogeneity. Heterogeneous brush modification may be
undesirable in some applications; however, exploiting the limited ability of modifiers to
penetrate reactive brush surfaces will undoubtedly provide opportunities to design
complex brush structures unattainable by direct polymerization.
Despite the extensive applications of PPM in the literature, relatively few reports
have investigated the influence of the aforementioned parameters on the spatial
distribution of functional moieties within post-modified polymer brush films. Recently,
Schuh and Rühe reported the reaction and penetration of active ester brush surfaces with
amine-functionalized poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG-NH2).22 The results showed that the
MW of PEG-NH2 played the most important role on the PPM while other parameters
such as the grafting density, film thickness and the percentage of active ester moiety of
the brush only have minor effects. Using neutron reflectivity (NR) Schüwer and
coworkers studied the PPM process and the distribution of small molecule modifiers on
p-nitrophenyl chloroformate (NPC) pre-activated poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
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(pHEMA) brushes and the effectiveness of the PPM was found to be dependent on
grafting density, brush thickness and polarity of the amino acid modifier.23 These results
provided one of the first high-resolution snapshots of the compositional gradients and
heterogeneity within the ultrathin brush films. However, a significant drawback of
Schuwer’s system was the need for “pre-activation” of the pHEMA brush hydroxyl
moieties with NPC – a PPM process itself determined by the authors to be less than
quantitative – prior to the PPM aminolysis reaction with amino acids. Thus, the extent of
penetration and the spatial distribution of amino acids observed by neutron reflectivity
were directly dependent on and limited by the extent of NPC activation – leaving an
incomplete picture of the PPM process on a fully reactive brush system.
Previously, our group utilized base-catalyzed thiol-isocyanate chemistries as a
modular PPM toolset to fabricate multicomponent surfaces.24-25 The thiol-isocyanate
reaction has a high reaction rate and efficiency thus rendering it an ideal platform to the
probe the spatial distribution of modifiers within the brush. In this study, we use neutron
reflectometry to investigate the thiol-isocyanate postmodification of poly(2isocyanatoethyl methacrylate) (pNCOMA) brush surfaces with two deuterated thiols to
determine the extent of penetration and spatial distribution of two chemically comparable
d-thiols (d7-propanethiol or d7-PPT and d25-dodecanethiol or d25-DDT) differing only in
molecular weight. With knowledge of vertical composition profiles as a function of thiol
MW at hand, we exploit the limited mass transport aspects of PPM to intentionally
generate tapered brush surfaces using a two-step PPM process – wherein a pNCOMA
brush is first reacted with the larger MW d25-DDT and then backfilled with the lower
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MW d7-PPT. To our knowledge, this represents the first tapered brush synthesized via a
PPM process, and remarkably, without the use of controlled SIP techniques.
3.2 Experimental Section
3.2.1 Materials
All reagents and solvents were obtained at the highest purity available from
Aldrich Chemical Company or Fisher Scientific and used without further purification
unless otherwise specified. Photo-initiator precursor of 2-Hydroxy-4’-(2hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (HPP, Irgacure 2959) was purchased from Ciba
Specialty Chemicals. The monomer of 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate was purchased
from TCI America and passed through columns of neutral alumina to remove the BHT
inhibitor before use. Deuterated thiols of 1-propane-d7-thiol (d7-PPT) and 1-dodecaned25-thiol (d25-DDT) were purchased from CDN Isotopes in sealed ampules and used as
received. Single sided polished silicon wafers were purchased from University Wafers.
3.2.2 Characterization
A Varian Mercury Plus 300MHz NMR spectrometer operating at a frequency of
300 MHz with VNMR 6.1C software was used for proton and carbon analysis.
Ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a Gaertner Scientific Corporation LSE
ellipsometer with a 632.8 nm laser at 70° from the normal. The refractive indices of 3.86,
1.45, 1.43 and 1.50 for silicon, oxide layer, photoinitiator monolayer, and all polymer
layers, respectively, were used to calculate polymer brush thickness using multilayer
layer model.26-27 The chemical composition of polymer brush surfaces was characterized
using grazing angle attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(gATR-FTIR) using a ThermoScientific FTIR instrument (Nicolet 8700) equipped with a
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VariGATR™ accessory (grazing angle 65°, germanium crystal; Harrick Scientific). The
VariGATR™ attachment and FTIR instrument were under constant purging of N2 gas
along the infrared beam pathway to reduce the influence of CO2 and H2O in air. All
spectra were collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 by accumulating a minimum of 128
scans per sample and the spectra were analyzed and processed using Omnic software.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed using a Bruker Icon Dimension
instrument in tapping mode in order to measure the surface roughness and the film
thickness of scratched brush surfaces. The polymer brush surfaces were scanned with
T300R-25 probes (Bruker AFM Probes) with a spring constant of 40 N/m. Neutron
reflectometry (NR) characterization of polymer brush samples was performed at the
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) using the
Liquids Reflectometer (LR) under standard collection parameters. The LR collects
specular reflectivity data in a continuous wavelength band (set to 2.5 Å < λ < 6.0 Å) at
several different incident angles; for our work θ = 0.19°, 0.27°, 0.34°, 0.62°, 1.12°, and
2.01° were used. As a result of these instrument settings, data was acquired over a wave
vector transfer (Q = 4π sin θ/λ) range of 0.006 Å–1 < Q < 0.176 Å–1. Data was collected
at each angle with incident beam slits set to maintain a constant relative wavevector
resolution of δQ/Q = 0.078, allowing the data obtained at different θ to be stitched
together into a single reflectivity curve. The neutron refractive index depends on the
scattering length density (SLD), Σ, which is determined using the equation Σ = b/V,
where b is the monomer scattering length (sum of scattering lengths of constituent atomic
nuclei) and V is the monomer volume. Initial analysis of the NR data was done with the
Motofit package and Igor Pro 6.3 software (Wavemetrics) by fitting the reflectivity
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profiles (R-q plots) to model scattering length density (SLD) profiles.28 The model SLD
profiles of polymer brush samples were constructed from five to six layers (Si, SiO2,
unmodified pNCOMA, postmodified pNCOMA, hydrated pNCOMA, and air). The SLD
profiles were then optimized using a genetic algorithm to minimize the χ2 between the
measured and calculated reflectivities by varying layer thicknesses, interfacial
roughnesses, and SLD values.
3.2.3 Cleaning of Silicon Substrates
Silicon wafers were cut into appropriate sized pieces and cleaned by sonication in
a DP2300 ultra-high performance general purpose cleaner and degreaser (Branson
Ultrasonics Corp) for 5 minutes. The substrates were then wiped gently with a cottontipped applicator to remove residue silicon dust from the surface. The substrates were
then placed in deionized water and sonicated for 10 min. The wafers were then placed
into an RCA-1 solution (deionized water: 27% ammonium hydroxide: 30% hydrogen
peroxide 5:1:1) for 15 min at 70 °C followed with extensively rinsing with deionized
water to remove any organic residues. The clean substrates were dried under a stream of
N2, and treated with UV ozone for 1 h before storing in an oven at 140 °C. Silicon
wafers (2” diameter) used for neutron reflectivity studies were treated in a similar manner
without cutting.
3.2.4 Immobilization of HPP-Trichlorosilane (Irgacure 2959) Photoinitiator
HPP-trichlorosilane photoinitiator was synthesized following previous literature
procedures as shown in Scheme 3.1.8, 24, 27 The previously cleaned silicon wafers were
transferred into a glove box where the silicon substrates were placed into a toluene
solution of HPP-trichlorosilane (4 mmol) and excess triethylamine at room temperature
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for 3 h without stirring. Upon removal from the solution, the samples were thoroughly
rinsed using toluene before drying under a stream of N2. The initiator-functionalized
silicon wafers were stored in toluene at -20 °C under darkness until use. The acetate
protection group was removed by placing the initiator-functionalized wafers in a
suspension of 120 mg K2CO3 in 6 mL methanol containing 75 µL H2O for 1 h followed
by subsequent washing with water, methanol, and toluene. The wafers with deprotected
initiator on the surface were dried with a stream on N2.

Scheme 3.1 Synthesis of surface-reactive photoinitiator and immobilization onto silicon
surfaces.
3.2.5 Surface-initiated Polymerization (SIP) of pNCOMA Polymer Brush
The photoinitiator functionalized substrates were inserted into a microchannel
reactor containing 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (NCOMA) (3.5 mol/L in dry THF) and
irradiated with UVλmax, 365nm light (~140 mW/cm2) under an inert atmosphere for various
times to achieve the desired brush thicknesses. After extensive washing in dry THF and
toluene, the brush surfaces were dried using a stream of N2.
3.2.6 PPM of pNCOMA Brush via Thiol-Isocyanate (Thiol-NCO) “Click” Reactions
All thiol-isocyanate reactions were catalyzed using 1,8-diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec7-ene (DBU) under ambient laboratory conditions (i.e. room temperature and normal
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atmosphere). Reaction mixtures were not degassed prior to use. Solutions of either d7PPT or d25-DDT and DBU catalyst (thiol: DBU; 0.01 mol/L:2×10-3 mol/L) in THF were
prepared and placed into the reaction vessel containing the isocyanate-functionalized
polymer brush and subsequently allowed to react for 1 h (unless otherwise specified) to
facilitate functionalization via thiol-isocyanate click reactions. For the creation of
tapered copolymer brushes, a solution of d25-DDT and DBU catalyst (thiol:DBU; 0.01
mol/L:2×10-3 mol/L) in THF was prepared and placed into the reaction vessel containing
the isocyanate-functionalized polymer brush and allowed to react for 15 min before
removing the substrate, washing with THF and toluene, and drying under a stream of N2.
Subsequently, a solution of d7-PPT and DBU catalyst (thiol: DBU; 0.01 mol/L:2×10-3
mol/L) in THF was prepared. The substrate previously reacted with d25-DDT was
immersed in the d7-PPT solution and allowed to react for 4 h to backfill any remaining
pendent isocyanate functionalities. After the reaction, the substrate was washed with
THF and toluene followed by drying under a stream of N2.
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Polymer Brush Synthesis and PPM
Polymer brushes of 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (NCOMA) were synthesized
by surface-initiated photopolymerization on photoinitiator-modified silicon substrates (50
mm diameter×0.5 mm thickness). After thoroughly removing physically absorbed
polymer by extensive rinsing with dry THF, the average thickness of the unmodified
pNCOMA brush samples was determined by ellipsometry. The polymer brushes were
then post-modified using a single step DBU catalyzed thiol-isocyanate click reaction in
THF, according to Scheme 3.2. Two deuterated thiols, d7-PPT (MW 77.16 g/mol) and
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d25-DDT (MW 227.25 g/mol) were used as modifiers to investigate the effect of modifier
MW on the depth of penetration and overall distribution of modifiers within postmodified brushes. Upon exposure to the thiol solution, the pendant NCO moieties on the
polymer chains react quickly with the thiol modifier forming thiourethane linkages. The
highly efficient single step PPM avoids the complications associated with any preactivation steps and allows better analysis of the PPM process using neutron
reflectometry.

Scheme 3.2 Postmodification of pNCOMA polymer brush with (a) d25-DDT and (b)
heterogeneous, complex architecture polymer brush surfaces via postpolymerization
modification using thiol-isocyanate click chemistry.
3.3.2 Neutron Reflectometry
Neutron reflectometry (NR) was conducted at the Spallation Neutron Source (SPS)
at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL). NR is a powerful diffraction-based technique for
probing the structure of ultrathin films such as post-modified polymer brush surfaces.23,
29-30

NR experiments utilize isotopic nuclei with different neutron scattering lengths that

provide significant scattering contrast to elucidate sub-layer structural information. In
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our investigation, deuterated thiols of different sizes and degree of deuteration (d7-PPT
and d25-DDT) were used for post-polymerization modification of pNCOMA polymer
brushes to label the post-modified regions. The data directly collected from NR
experiments are reflectivity profiles (R-q plots) which can be fitted with a multilayer
model that consisted of substrate, intermediate (initiator) layer, and polymer brush layers
to minimize the χ2 between the experimental and calculated reflectivity profiles. The
SLD profiles of the optimized multilayer models contain the information of post-modifier
distribution – labeled by isotopic nuclei – along the normal direction of the film.
3.3.3 Estimation of Mass Density for SLD Analysis
The SLD values for prototypical polymers can be calculated using the NIST SLD
calculator provided the specific chemical composition and mass density, ρ, are known.
The mass density of NCOMA monomer is 1.098 g/cm3. The mass density of unmodified
and thiol-modified pNCOMA polymer brushes, however, are not readily available in the
literature. Therefore, good estimations of the mass density (ρ) values for the polymer
brushes are needed before addressing the NR data. To begin, pNCOMA polymer brushes
with dry thickness values of 117 nm and 25 nm were synthesized and characterized via
neutron reflectometry. Figure 3.1a and 3.1b show the SLD profiles and reflectivity data
(insert, multiplied by Q4) obtained by fitting the experimental data for the 117 nm and 25
nm samples, respectively. The SLD profiles for the pNCOMA brushes show similar
features with two abrupt transitions at the Si/SiO2 and SiO2/pNCOMA brush interfaces,
followed by a convergence to a constant SLD value (1.94×10-6 Å-2) before a smooth
polymer to air transition is observed. In both profiles, the plateau regions with the
constant SLD value of 1.94×10-6 Å-2 correspond to homogeneous regions of unmodified
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pNCOMA within each sample. As expected, the plateau in the SLD profile of the thicker
pNCOMA brush (117 nm) sample covers a much wider range than that of the thinner
sample (25 nm).

Figure 3.1 Neutron SLD profiles and reflectivity data of R-q profiles for the unmodified
pNCOMA brush of (a) 117 and (b) 25 nm, respectively.
The experimental reflectivity data were shown in open symbols and fittings in blue lines. The inset shows the reflectivity data profiles
(multiplied by Q4).

It is worth mentioning that by assuming the mass density of the pNCOMA brush
to be 1.00 g/cm3, the SLD of unmodified polymer brush was calculated to be 1.54×10-6
Å-2. The higher SLD value (1.94×10-6 Å-2) obtained from the fitted NR data indicates
that the mass density of pNCOMA brush is larger than 1.00 g/cm3. The mass density, ρ,
of polymer brush samples can be estimated based on Equation 1.
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𝜌=

Σ𝐹𝐼𝑇

Equation 1

ΣCAL

In Equation 1, ΣFIT is the SLD value of a polymer brush sample obtained by
fitting the multilayer model to measured reflectivity data, ΣCAL is the SLD value of the
same polymer brush sample calculated using the NIST SLD calculator by assuming mass
density equals to 1.00 g/cm3, respectively. Based Equation 1, the mass density of
pNCOMA brush was calculated as 1.26 g/cm3. The estimated mass density of the
unmodified NCOMA polymer brush was considered reasonable in comparison to the
mass densities for similar linear poly(methacrylates). Next, the mass density of the
polymer brushes postmodified with deuterated thiol was calculated using the weighted
harmonic mean of the mass densities of unmodified pNCOMA brush and deuterated
thiols, as shown in Equation 2.
𝑀𝑝𝑁𝐶𝑂𝑀𝐴 +𝑀𝑑−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙
𝑀
⁄𝜌
+ 𝑑−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙⁄𝜌𝑑−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙
𝑝𝑁𝐶𝑂𝑀𝐴

𝜌𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 = 𝑀𝑝𝑁𝐶𝑂

Equation 2

In Equation 2, ρpNCOMA and ρd-thiol are the mass density of the unmodified
pNCOMA polymer brush and deuterated thiol; MpNCOMA and Md-thiol are the molecular
weight of respective repeating units. In Equation 2, the mass density of deuterated thiols
(ρd-thiol) can be calculated based on Equation 3 by assuming that the sizes of deuterium
and hydrogen atoms are equivalent.
𝜌𝑑−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙 =

𝑀𝑑−𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙
𝑀𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙

𝜌𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑜𝑙 Equation 3

In Equation 3 ρthiol, and ρd-thiol are the mass density of corresponding nondeuterated thiols, respectively. Md-thiol and Mthiol are the molecular weight of the
deuterated and non-deuterated thiols, respectively. The mass densities of d7-PPT and d2565

DDT were estimated to be 0.896 g/cm3 and 0.950 g/cm3, respectively. The mass
densities of deuterated PPT and DDT modified pNCOMA polymer brushes with full
isocyanate conversion were then calculated to be 1.10 g/cm3 and 1.05 g/cm3, respectively.
The SLD values and corresponding mass densities of unmodified pNCOMA, d7-PPT
modified pNCOMA, and d25-DDT modified pNCOMA brush samples are shown in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1
SLD and Corresponding Mass Density

Bulk Si
SiOx
pNCOMA
pNCOMA-d7PPT
pNCOMA-d25DDT

Experimental
SLD
(×10-6 Å-2)
2.07
3.14
1.94
3.09

4.60

Density
(g/cm3)
2.33
2.65
1.26a
1.16a
a

1.02

Theoretical
SLD
(×10-6 Å-2)
2.07
3.14
1.54
2.94

Density
(g/cm3)
2.33
2.65
1.00
1.10

2.66
4.74

1.00
1.06

4.49

1.00

a Calculated based on MOTOFIT of NR data

3.3.4 Effect of Molecular Weight of Thiols on PPM
To study the size effect of the post-modifier on the PPM penetration depth, two
deuterated thiols of different sizes and molecular weight, d7-PPT and d25-DDT were
chosen to postmodify the NCOMA polymer brush. Explicit grafting density was not
determined since the reactive nature of the pNCOMA free polymer formed in solution
complicated GPC analysis in the unmodified form; however, the grafting density and
original thickness of the NCOMA brushes (127±3 nm) were held constant using fixed
polymerization time and monomer concentration, respectively, for both samples before
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modification.22 Following d7-PPT modification of the pNCOMA brush with an initial
thickness of 130 nm, as shown in Figure 3.2a, the SLD profile displayed a gradual
increase in the SLD value that covered a range of 63 nm along the normal direction from
the SiO2/brush interface before reaching a maximum constant SLD value (3.09×10-6 Å-2).
The high SLD value is due to the presence of a large amount of deuterium nuclei in the
d7-PPT modified sub-layer. The SLD can be calculated by the scattering length
contribution of every atom within a unit cell. The coherent scattering length of deuterium
nuclei (6.671×10-15 m) is higher than that of hydrogen ( - 3.7406×10-15 m). In contrast,
the mass density change of polymer brush after the modification was less significant. As
a result, the presence of deuterium atoms within the deuterated thiol modified pNCOMA
brush resulted in higher SLD values.
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Figure 3.2 Neutron SLD profiles and reflectivity data of R-q profiles of pNCOMA
modified with (a) d7-PPT and (b) d25-DDT, respectively.
The experimental reflectivity data were shown in open symbols and fittings in blue lines. The inset shows the reflectivity data profiles
(multiplied by Q4).

In Figure 3.2a, the region with constant SLD value (3.09×10-6 Å-2) that extends
from ~50 nm from the substrate to the polymer/air interface at 218 nm represents the
fully post-modified layer. For d7-PPT modified NCOMA polymer, the fitted SLD value
of 3.09×10-6 Å-2 corresponds to a mass density of 1.16 g/cm3. The result of fitted SLD is
consistent with the calculated SLD estimated in Table 3.1 (SLD 2.94×10-6 Å-2, ρ 1.10
g/cm3). The SLD values of the two methods show less than 5% difference. The SLD
gradually decreases from the plateau region to the substrate suggesting the presence of a
d7-PPT concentration gradient. Fully modified polymer brush at the outskirt region of the
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film gradually transits to partially modified brush near the substrate/polymer interface.
The experimental fit of the reflectivity data indicates that at least 70% (148 nm) of the
total film thickness is fully modified with d7-PPT and about 29% (63 nm) of the thickness
exhibits a concentration gradient. After PPM with d25-DDT, as shown in Figure 3.2b,
greater heterogeneities in the SLD profile of polymer brush (original thickness 123 nm)
were observed with the plateau region at the outskirt region of the profile with a higher
SLD value (4.60×10-6 Å-2). The plateau with constant SLD value at the outskirt of the
film represents the fully post-modified region. For d25-DDT modified polymer brush, the
fitted SLD (4.60×10-6 Å-2) corresponds to a mass density of 1.02 g/cm3. The result of
fitted SLD is consistent with the calculated SLD estimated in Table 3.1 (SLD 4.74×10-6
Å-2, ρ 1.06 g/cm3). The SLD values of the two methods show less than 3% difference.
The SLD gradient of the d25-DDT modified polymer brush was larger than that of d7-PPT
modified brush. As shown in Figure 3.2b, the gradient region spanned to 42% (102 nm)
of the total thickness from the polymer/substrate interface. The SLD gradient of both d7PPT and d25-DDT modified polymer brushes at the near substrate region of the film
suggests that there were NCO moieties at the innermost region of the brush remained
unreacted after PPM. Upon exposure to deuterated thiols, the NCO groups at the outskirt
of the polymer brush quickly react and form thiourethane alkyl moieties. The addition of
NCO groups onto polymer chain greatly increases the segmental repulsion and hampers
the penetration of thiol modifiers into the innermost layer of the film from solution.
Unable to be reached by deuterated thiols, NCO groups near the substrate/polymer
interface have low conversions after PPM, and consequently, less deuteration resulting in
the low SLD value. The fact that the gradient of the d25-DDT modified sample is
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significantly greater than the component gradient of d7-PPT modified film in both range
and slope suggests that the size of the modifier impacts mass transport into the brush.
Although the results were based on NR snapshots of one postmodification time (1 hour),
these results are in good agreement with trends reported by Schuh and Schüwer and
elucidate the effect of thiol molecular weight (or molecular size) on the PPM process for
polymer brushes.22-23
3.3.5 Effect of Polymer Brush Thickness on PPM
The change in polymer brush thickness before and after PPM was also examined.
The thickness of post modified polymer brush samples was measured using the AFM
scratch method. The results of thickness ratio of post modified polymer brush over
unmodified brush are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2
Polymer Brush Thickness Before and After PPM

pNCOMA-d7-PPT
pNCOMA-d25-DDT

Thickness (nm)
Before PPMa
130
123
29.0

Thickness Ratio
After PPM
218
245
84.7

Tapered polymer brush
DDT-PPT
125
PPT-DDT
92.5

b

270
174

1.67
1.99
2.92
2.16
1.88

a Based on ellipsometry measurement; b based on NR fitting and AFM measurement

Based on the principle of mass conservation, the thickness ratio of pNCOMA
polymer brush post-modified at full conversion over its original thickness can be
calculated using Equation 4,
T2
T1

=

V2
V1

=

M2 ⁄ρ2
M1 ⁄ρ1

=
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M2 ρ 1
M1 ρ 2

Equation 4

in which Ti denotes the film thickness, Vi represents the volume occupied by the
film, Mi and ρi are the repeating unit molecular weight and mass density. The
subscriptions 1 and 2 represent polymer brushes before and after modification,
respectively.5 For the d7-PPT modified pNCOMA brush with an original thickness (T1)
of 130 nm, the M2ρ1/M1ρ2, was calculated to be 1.67 and was equivalent to the
experimental T2/T1 ratio. The results show that, for the small modifier (d7-PPT),
quantitative conversion can be achieved for thick pNCOMA brush (130 nm).
The T2/T1 ratio of d25-DDT modified pNCOMA brush at full conversion can be
calculated to be 3.04 based on Equation 4. For the sample with an original brush
thickness (T1) of 123 nm, the experimental thickness ratio (T2/T1) was only 1.99. The
fact that the experimental thickness ratio was significantly smaller than the 100%
conversion value indicated that a large amount of NCO groups remained unreacted after
PPM. Given the high efficiency of the thiol-isocyanate reaction, the low conversion of
PPM can only be explained by the lack of full penetration of the d25-DDT into the brush.
By reducing the thickness of unmodified pNCOMA brush one would expect to reduce the
penetration barrier for DDT and to improve the overall PPM conversion. To test the
hypothesis, a pNCOMA brush sample with an original thickness of 29 nm was
synthesized and reacted with d25-DDT under identical conditions (1 hour). The thickness
increased to 84.7 nm and the T2/T1 ratio was 2.92. Although still smaller than the 100%
value (3.04), it was significantly higher than that of the thicker brush film. As shown in
Figure 3.3 the compositional gradient at the near substrate region of the SLD profile of
the thin polymer brush sample is much smaller than the gradient of thick polymer brush
shown in Figure 3.2. The results show that, for thick pNCOMA brush (130 nm),
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quantitative conversion can be achieved using the small modifier (d7-PPT). The results
show that, for the large modifier (d25-DDT), the thickness of pNCOMA brush affects the
PPM conversion and compositional gradient at the inner part of the brush. Reducing
unmodified brush thickness increases the overall conversion and reduces the
compositional gradient.

Figure 3.3 Neutron SLD profiles (a) and reflectivity data (b) of R-q for pNCOMA brush
with an original thickness of 29 nm modified with d25-DDT.
The experimental reflectivity data were shown in open symbols and fittings in blue lines. The inset shows the reflectivity data profiles
(multiplied by Q4).

3.3.6 Tapered Copolymer via Sequential PPM
While the synthesis of a polymer brush with homogeneous structure is indeed
important, our findings that reactive functional groups in the near-substrate region of the
polymer brush can be preserved after PPM due to diffusion limitations of incoming
modifiers open the door to greater opportunities for designing and synthesizing complex
polymer brush architectures with multiple components and heterogeneity. Given that the
PPM reaction rate is exceedingly fast, the progression of the thiol-isocyanate reaction
within the film is predominately dependent on the mass transport of the thiol molecules
from solution into the brush. The diffusion process becomes more difficult with
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increasing reaction time due to increasing steric hindrance and segmental repulsion.22 A
short PPM reaction time yields a polymer brush with a fully converted layer near the air
interface and a partially converted inner layer approaching the near-substrate region. The
unreacted NCO moieties in the inner region of the brush remain available for further
postmodification using a second modifier, with proper tuning of the PPM conditions,
resulting in a tapered copolymer architecture without using controlled polymerization
technique.

Scheme 3.3 Synthesis of tapered copolymer brush via sequential thiol PPM of pNCOMA
brush.
As a proof of concept, tapered copolymer brushes with compositional
heterogeneity along the vertical direction were synthesized using a sequential PPM
process with d7-PPT and d25-DDT as shown in Scheme 3.3. The chemical compositions
of pNCOMA polymer brushes modified with equivalent non-deuterated thiols were first
characterized using grazing angle attenuated total reflection FTIR as shown in Figure 3.4.
The strong absorption at 2250 cm-1 corresponding to the isocyanate functional group
decreased in intensity after the first DDT modification and nearly disappeared after the
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second modification with PPT. The peak at ~3300 cm-1 represents the N-H stretch of the
thiourethane groups. The longer reaction time in the second thiol modification step
allows sufficient time for the smaller PPT molecules to penetrate through the DDTmodified outer layer and into the inner unmodified region of the brush.

Figure 3.4 Grazing angle FTIR of (a) unmodified pNCOMA brush, (b) a partially
modified pNCOMA brush with DDT and (c) a sequentially modified pNCOMA brush
first with DDT followed with PPT.
These results provided the impetus for the following neutron reflectometry
studies. For NR, pNCOMA brush surfaces were first placed in a THF solution of d25DDT (0.01 mol/L d25-DDT and 0.002 mol/L DBU) for 15 min. Following a rinse with
anhydrous THF, the same samples were exposed to a THF solution of d7-PPT (0.01
mol/L d7-PPT and 0.002 mol/L DBU) for 4 hours to allow consumption of the isocyanate
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groups remaining at greater penetration depths. Importantly, the difference in isotopic
labeling between d7-PPT and d25-DDT provides significant scattering contrast to allow
elucidation of the respectively modified regions of the brush.

Figure 3.5 Neutron SLD profiles and neutron reflectivity profiles of pNCOMA brush
sequentially modified with (a) d25-DDT first then reacted with d7-PPT and (b) d7-PPT
first then reacted with d25-DDT, respectively.
The experimental reflectivity data were shown in open symbols and fittings in blue lines. The insets show the reflectivity data profiles
(multiplied by Q4).

Figure 3.5a shows the reflectivity data and corresponding SLD profile for the
DDT-PPT sequentially modified brush sample. The SLD profile consists of two
homogeneous plateaus. The outer plateau (SLD 4.60×10-6 Å-2) ranging from the
air/polymer interface to ~50 % (136 nm) of the film corresponds to the d25-DDT fully
modified region. From 136 nm, the SLD plateau gradually transitions to another ~8%
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(22 nm) homogeneous layer (SLD 3.09×10-6 Å-2) consistent with the d7-PPT modified
layer. The gradient between two homogenous regions ranges over a range of ~36% of
the film thickness (96 nm). The SLD profile converged to values close to the unmodified
NCOMA polymer brush as the innermost end of the film. The SLD profile in Figure 3.5a
demonstrated that, despite a crowded d25-DDT modified outskirt, small alkyl thiols such
as d7-PPT can still diffuse to the inner part of the polymer brush and react with NCO
moieties. The SLD results are consistent with thickness measurements. The original
thickness (125 nm), the sequentially modified thickness (270 nm), and the thickness ratio
(2.16) of the DDT-PPT sequentially modified pNCOMA brush sample are shown in
Table 3.2. The thickness ratio of the DDT-PPT sequentially modified sample (2.16) is
higher than the thickness ratio of DDT modified pNCOMA brush sample (1.99) of
similar thickness. In the second step modification, d7-PPT reacted with the NCO groups
that remained unreacted after the first modification at the innermost part of the polymer
brush and resulted in a higher thickness and thickness ratio. The SLD profile described
in Figure 3.5a is consistent with a tapered copolymer brush structure. Previous examples
of block copolymer31-32 and copolymer brush surfaces33 have all required sequential or
gradual monomer additions with controlled polymerizations. Here, we have shown that
polymer brushes with layered vertical architecture and compositional heterogeneity can
be successfully synthesized without the use of controlled polymerization techniques.
For comparison, pNCOMA brush with reversed sequential modification (d7-PPT
first, d25-DDT later) was carried out in a similar manner. Similarly, pNCOMA brush
surfaces were first placed in a THF solution of d7-PPT (0.01 mol/L d7-PPT and 0.002
mol/L DBU) for 15 min. Following a rinse with anhydrous THF, the same samples were
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exposed to a THF solution of d25-DDT (0.01 mol/L d25-DDT and 0.002 mol/L DBU) for
4 hours to allow consumption of the isocyanate groups remaining at greater penetration
depths. The SLD profile for the reversed sequentially modified brush (PPT-DDT) is
shown in Figure 3.5b. The majority of the polymer brush (~83% or 144 nm) consists of
the d7-PPT modified pNCOMA brush with SLD of 3.09 ×10-6 Å-2. At a penetration
depth of 144 nm from polymer/air interface, the SLD profile gradually increases to 4.25
×10-6 Å-2. Notably, this value is smaller than the SLD value of d25-DDT fully modified
brush (4.60×10-6 Å-2). Despite the prolonged reaction time of the second step, the
segmental repulsion of d7-PPM modified polymer brush posed greater hindrance on the
transport of d25-DDT into the inner region of the film and prevents the formation of a
homogeneous layer fully modified by d25-DDT at the inner layer of the film. The SLD
results are consistent with thickness measurements. The original thickness (92.5 nm), the
sequentially modified thickness (174 nm), and the thickness ratio (1.88) of the DDT-PPT
sequentially modified pNCOMA brush sample are shown in Table 3.2. The thickness
ratio of the PPT-DDT sequentially modified sample (1.88) is higher than the thickness
ratio of DDT modified pNCOMA brush sample (1.67). In the second step modification,
d25-DDT reacted with the NCO groups that remained unreacted after the first step
modification at the innermost part of the polymer brush and resulted in a higher thickness.
3.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the distribution of deuterated thiourethane alkyl pendent moieties
along the vertical direction following post-polymerization modification (PPM) of NCOfunctionalized polymer brush surfaces has been drawn using neutron reflectometry
analysis and highly efficient NCO-thiol reactions. We have shown that, given equivalent
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conditions, the size or the molecular weight of reactive modifiers and unmodified
polymer brush thickness play important roles on the penetration depth of modifier and
affect the concentration gradient near the substrate/polymer interface within the polymer
brush. By applying a sequential PPM strategy, we provided a straightforward, yet
unconventional approach to design and synthesis tapered copolymer brushes with
complex architectures. Tapered copolymers are particularly interesting as they have
shown unique mechanical and interfacial properties in other bulk systems,34-35 but are
relatively unexplored as brush systems.33 Using the information of limited mass transport
of reactive moieties from solution into polymer brush surfaces, the first tapered
copolymer brush surface was fabricated without the use of controlled polymerization
techniques. These findings shed light on encouraging opportunities to design
functionally and architecturally complex polymer surfaces with controlled heterogeneity
by tuning the mass transport of reactive modifiers into brush surfaces – surfaces with
structure and functionality unattainable by conventional routes that may exhibit new and
unique properties.
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3.7 Appendix Controlled Heterogeity of Tapered Block Copolymer Brush Via PostPolymerization Modification
Table A.1
Mass Density of Monomers and Polymers
Name
NCOMA
pNCOMA
PPT
d7-PPT
DDT
D25-DDT
pNCOMA-d7-PPT
pNCOMA-d25-DDT
MMA
pMMA
ethyl methacrylate (EMA)
pEMA
propyl methacrylate (PMA)
pPMA
butyl methacrylate (BMA)
pBMA

Mass Density (ρ, g/cm3)
1.098
1.260a
0.820
0.919a
0.845
0.950a
1.162a
1.024a
0.940
1.180
0.917
1.110
0.902
1.080
0.894
1.070

Figure A.1 Microchannel reactor for the polymerization of 2-inch wafers.
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Figure A.2 AFM images (5×5 μm) of unmodified pNCOMA brush; a) height and b)
phase.

Figure A.3 AFM images (5×5 μm) of d7-PPT modified pNCOMA brush; a) height and b)
phase.
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Figure A.4 AFM images (5×5 μm) of d25-DDT modified pNCOMA brush; a) height and
b) phase.

Figure A.5 AFM images (5×5 μm) of sequentially modified pNCOMA brush with d25DDT and d7-PPT; a) height and b) phase.
Table A.2
RMS Roughness Measurements
Roughness Measurements from AFM
Layer
RMS Roughness (nm)
unmodified pNCOMA
1.61 ± 0.2
modified pNCOMA-d7-PPT
2.75 ± 0.4
modified pNCOMA-d25-DDT
1.05 ± 0.2
Tapered block copolymer – d25-DDT/d7-PPT
1.01 ± 0.2
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CHAPTER IV – AN EFFICIENT ROUTE TOWARD PENDENT THIOL POLYMER
BRUSH SURFACE AND POST-POLYMERIZATION MODIFICATION PLATFORM
4.1 Introduction
Engineering polymer brush surfaces with desired chemical functionality is of
great interests in various applications.1-4 Two strategies have been developed to fabricate
functionalized polymer brush surfaces, including i) direct polymerization of monomers
containing the desired functional moieties as pendent groups, and ii) postpolymerization
modification (PPM) of the polymer brush. The direct polymerization method, while
seemingly straightforward, is limited by the intrinsic intolerance of monomers carrying
reactive functional groups with various polymerization mechanisms and conditions (e.g.
thiol and radical polymerization). To address the disadvantages of the direct
polymerization method, the PPM approach is often preferred.5 In the PPM approach,
monomers carrying chemoselective moieties that are unreactive or inert under
polymerization conditions are first subjected to surface-initiated polymerization to
incorporate these moieties into the polymer brush structure. Using the initially inert
chemical moieties as reactive handles for further modifications, the PPM method enables
the versatile and modular transformation of physical and chemical properties of surfaces
via efficient modification chemistries. PPM of polymer brushes are based on reactions
with high efficacy such as amidation of active esters,6-8 copper catalyzed azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (CuAAC),9-11 epoxy ring opening reactions,12-14 Diels-Alder
cycloadditions,15-22 nitroxide photoclick reactions,23 and thiol-based reactions.24
Thiols are versatile functional groups that react with a wide range of functional
groups such as alkenes,21-22, 25-28 alkynes,26, 29-30 isocyanates,31 epoxides,32 and
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halogens.33-35 These thiol-based reactions provide an efficient and modular strategy
towards engineering multifunctional surfaces.36-38 Specifically, thiol-ene reactions
exhibit high efficiency and rapid reaction rates in the presence of O2 and moisture at
room temperature.39-41 Immobilizing thiols onto the polymer brush as pendent reactive
handles opens the door to the wide range of acrylates, methacrylates, and maleimides as
modifiers – all of which are capable of carrying libraries of additional functionality that
can be exploited for potential applications.
The integration of thiols as functional groups on polymer brush platforms has
been a challenging task due to the intrinsic reactivity of thiols (e.g. large chain transfer
constants) under radical polymerization conditions. The synthesis of polymers with
polyfunctional thiols often requires protection/deprotection reactions under harsh
conditions that can damage the polymer brush surface (conversion of bromo groups to
thioesters followed with reflux under basic conditions).42-43 Recently, our group reported
a method of fabricating polymer brush surfaces containing pendent polyfunctional thiols
as a PPM platform using a pre-synthesized modifier that contains a photo-caged thiol
moiety. The method required pre-synthesis of the protected thiol modifier and the
deprotection step involved a number of side reactions and byproducts which limited its
potential application.44
In this chapter, we report a straightforward approach that utilizes cystaminemodified poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (pSMA) brush to prepare polymer brush
surfaces containing pendent polyfunctional thiols along the polymer chain as a PPM
platform for further thiol-ene modifications. Furthermore, the pSMA brush itself was
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found to be a modular and versatile platform for PPM via efficient amine-anhydride
reactions that endow the brush surface with a broad range of functionalities.
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Materials
Maleic anhydride, acetonitrile, cystamine dihydrochloride, triethylamine, tris(2carboxylethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer
solution, propylamine, allylamine, propargylamine, dopamine hydrochloride, Nmethylmaleimide, N-phenylmaleimide, poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA,
MW 360) and 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene (DBU) were purchased from SigmaAldrich and used as received. Aminopropylisobutyl POSS was purchased from Hybrid
Plastics and used as received. Styrene was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was
purified by passing through an alumina column to remove inhibitor before use. Silicon
wafers (orientation <100>, native oxide) were purchased from University Wafer. Plasma
cleaning of the silicon substrates was done using a plasma cleaner from Harrick Plasma
with air as the feed gas. An azo-based trichlorosilane initiator for surface-initiated
polymerization was synthesized according to literature procedures.45-46
4.2.2 Instrumentation and Characterization
Ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a Gartner Scientific
Corporation LSE ellipsometer with a 632.8 nm laser at 70° from the normal. Multiple
thickness measurements were taken for each sample to better estimate the estimate the
uncertainty in the measurements. Grazing angle attenuated total reflection FTIR (gATRFTIR) analysis was carried out using a Thermo Scientific FTIR (Nicolet 8700) equipped
with a VariGATR™ accessory (grazing angle 65°, germanium crystal; Harrick
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Scientific). Spectra were collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 by accumulating a
minimum of 128 scans per sample. All spectra were collected while purging the
VariGATR™ attachment and FTIR instrument with nitrogen along the infrared beam
path to minimize the peaks corresponding to atmospheric moisture and CO2. Spectra
were analyzed and processed using Omnic software. Static water contact angles of
polymer brush surfaces were measured using 6 μL water droplets on a Rame-hart
goniometer. See Table B1 in the Appendix for water contact angle measurements.
4.2.3 Cleaning of Silicon Substrates
Silicon wafers were cut into 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm pieces. Diced wafers were cleaned
sequentially in DI water, ethanol, THF, and toluene under ultrasonication and dried using
nitrogen. Cleaned wafers were transferred to plasma cleaner and were exposed to plasma
radiation for 15 min. The cleaned substrates were stored in an oven at 120 °C before
functionalization.
4.2.4 Immobilization of Initiator onto Silicon Substrates
Cleaned silica substrates were transferred into dry, septum-sealed test tubes
containing a toluene solution of initiator (4 mmol, 13 mL) and triethylamine (0.2 mL) and
were allowed to react for 45 min. Substrates were then rinsed and sonicated in toluene
and dried under a stream of nitrogen. If not used immediately, initiator functionalized
substrates were stored in the dark at -20 °C in toluene.
4.2.5 Surface-Initiated Polymerization of pSMA Brush
A substrate with the azo-based initiator was placed in a sealed test tube and
purged with nitrogen. In a separate Schlenk tube, styrene (1.0 mL, 0.91 g, 8.7 mmol )
and maleic anhydride (1.0 g, 10.2 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous acetonitrile (10.0
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mL) and the solution was subjected to three freeze-pump-thaw cycles to remove oxygen.
For each polymerization, 1.5 mL of the degassed monomer solution was then transferred
via cannula into the test tube containing the substrate. The SMA solution containing the
initiator-functionalized substrate was heated at 95 °C for various times to obtain polymer
brushes of different thickness. After polymerization, pSMA brush modified substrates
were removed from the reaction solution and cleaned by repeated rinsing and
ultrasonication in acetonitrile to remove any physically adsorbed polymers from the
surface. Brush samples were finally dried with nitrogen.
4.2.6 PPM of pSMA Brush with Cystamine Dihydrochloride
Cystamine dihydrochloride (40 mg, 0.178 mmol) and triethylamine (50 μL, 36.3
mg, 0.359 mmol) were dissolved in 4.0 mL of solvent mixture that contained 50% DI
water and 50% acetonitrile. A pSMA brush substrate was placed in the cystamine
solution for 20 min at room temperature to ensure high anhydride conversion. The
postmodified substrates were thoroughly rinsed using DI water and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.7 Reduction of Cystamine Modified pSMA Brush
A substrate with cystamine postmodified pSMA brush was placed in a solution of
TCEP (60 mg, 0.21mmol) in 6 mL of acetonitrile: PBS solvent mixture (50:50 by
volume) in a sealed test tube. The TCEP solution containing the cystamine postmodified
pSMA brush substrate was under constant nitrogen purging for 16 h. The substrate was
then removed, rinsed thoroughly using DI water, and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.8 PPM of Thiol Pendent Polymer Brush with N-Methylmaleimide
A silicon substrate with reduced cystamine-modified pSMA brush was placed in
an acetonitrile solution of N-methylmaleimide (0.15 mol/L) and DBU (0.022 mol/L) for
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72 hours at room temperature. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using
acetonitrile, and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.9 PPM of Thiol Pendent Polymer Brush with N-Phenylmaleimide
Silicon substrate with reduced cystamine-modified pSMA brush was placed under
an acetonitrile solution of N-phenylmaleimide (0.096 mol/L) and DBU (0.022 mol/L) for
72 hours at room temperature. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using
acetonitrile, and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.10 PPM of Thiol Pendent Polymer Brush with Poly(ethylene glycol)
methacrylate
Silicon substrate with reduced cystamine-modified pSMA brush was placed under
an acetonitrile solution of poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate (PEGMA, MW 360, 0.50
mol/L) and DBU (0.067 mol/L) for 72 hours at room temperature. The substrate was
then removed, rinsed thoroughly using DI water, and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.11 PPM of pSMA Surfaces Using Propylamine
Silicon substrate with pSMA brush was placed under acetonitrile solution of
propylamine (0.12 mol/L) for 20 min at room temperature to allow near quantitative
conversion. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using acetonitrile, and
dried with nitrogen.
4.2.12 PPM of pSMA Surfaces Using Allylamine
Silicon substrate with pSMA brush was placed under acetonitrile solution of
allylamine (0.13 mol/L) for 20 min at room temperature to allow near quantitative
conversion. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using acetonitrile, and
dried with nitrogen.
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4.2.13 PPM of pSMA Surfaces Using Propargylamine
Silicon substrate with pSMA brush was placed under acetonitrile solution of
propargylamine (0.16 mol/L) for 20 min at room temperature to allow near quantitative
conversion. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using acetonitrile, and
dried with nitrogen.
4.2.14 PPM of pSMA Surfaces Using Aminopropyilsobutyl POSS
Silicon substrate with pSMA brush was placed under acetonitrile solution of
aminopropylisobutyl POSS (0.057 mol/L) for 120 min at 50 °C. The substrate was then
removed, rinsed thoroughly using acetonitrile, and dried with nitrogen.
4.2.15 PPM of pSMA Surfaces Using Dopamine Hydrochloride
Silicon substrate with pSMA brush was placed under a 50:50 water/acetonitrile
solution of dopamine HCl (0.053 mol/L) and TEA (0.053 mol/L) for 30 min at room
temperature. The substrate was then removed, rinsed thoroughly using DI water, and
dried with nitrogen.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Synthesis of Styrene/Maleic Anhydride Polymer Brushes
Scheme 4.1 shows the general approach for initiator immobilization on the
surface and synthesis of pSMA brushes via surface-initiated polymerization. First, an
asymmetric trichlorosilyl-functionalized azo initiator was attached to the hydroxylated
surface of the silicon substrates. Ellipsometry measurements of the initiator modified
substrates indicated the average thickness of the initiator layer was 1.6 ± 0.1 nm.
Conventional free radical polymerization was employed because it is a simple and wellstudied route to polymer brush surfaces. The initiator functionalized substrates were
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immersed into a nitrogen purged septum-sealed reaction tubes containing degassed
monomer solution. Polymerizations were carried out at 95 °C using a 54:46 mole ratio of
styrene: maleic anhydride in acetonitrile as the monomer feed. Based on the reactivity
ratios of these monomers, polymer brushes with an alternating copolymer structure can
be expected; however, the copolymer structure is not critical for the current work. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report of styrene/maleic anhydride polymer
brushes synthesized by surface-initiated polymerization.

Scheme 4.1 Synthesis approach for initiator immobilization and surface-initiated radical
polymerization of pSMA brush.
The polymer brush thickness can be tuned by polymerization time as shown in
Figure 4.1. The brush thickness values were measured by ellipsometry. For most
experiments, polymer brushes with a target thickness of 85±7 nm were synthesized
unless otherwise specified. The chemical composition of the pSMA polymer brush was
characterized using gATR-FTIR. Figure 4.2a shows the FTIR spectrum for pSMA with
peaks at 1857 cm-1 and 1781 cm-1 attributed to the carbonyl on the five-membered ring of
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the maleic anhydride.47-48 Peaks at 1494 cm-1 and 1454 cm-1 correspond to the aromatic –
C-H stretch of styrene.

Figure 4.1 The thickness of pSMA brush versus polymerization time.
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Figure 4.2 gATR-FTIR of (a) pSMA brush (b) cystamine-modified pSMA brush and (c)
cystamine-modified pSMA after reduction.
4.3.2 Postpolymerization Modification (PPM) of pSMA with Cystamine
Dihydrochloride

Scheme 4.2 Cystamine modification of pSMA brush under good solvent conditions.
According to Scheme 4.2, pSMA brushes were reacted with cystamine
dihydrochloride in the presence of trimethylamine under good solvent conditions
(acetonitrile: water, 1:1 by volume). Cystamine modification of pSMA brush yielded
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amide/carboxylate salt moieties along the backbone and partially crosslinked the polymer
brush. The FTIR spectrum of the cystamine-modified pSMA brush is shown in Figure
4.2b. The disappearance of the characteristic carbonyl peaks of the maleic anhydride in
the IR spectrum indicates the total consumption of maleic anhydride during the PPM.
The peak at 1641 cm-1 corresponds to amide groups. The peaks at 1564 cm-1 and 1405
cm-1 correspond to carboxylate salt moieties.
The thickness values of pSMA brush samples before and after cystamine
modification were measured using ellipsometry and the results are summarized in Table
1. The modification of the pSMA brush with cystamine increases the molar mass of the
repeat units and results in an increase in brush thickness. Equation 1 describes the
relationship between polymer brush thickness, T, molecular weight of polymer repeat
unit, M, and the mass density, ρ, of polymer brush before and after modification, 49
𝑇2
𝑇1

=

𝑀2 𝜌1

Equation 1

𝑀1 𝜌2

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the unmodified and cystamine-modified polymer
brush, respectively. Assuming equivalent mass density of the polymer brush before and
after postmodification, Equation 1 becomes Equation 2, where k represents conversion
and MPPM denotes the molecular weight of the modifier that reacts onto the polymer
chain, respectively.
𝑇2
𝑇1

𝑀

= 𝑀2 =

𝑀1 +𝑘𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀
𝑀1

1

Equation 2

At full conversion, (k=100%), the molecular mass of modifier, MPPM, was
calculated to be 135.06 g/mol, based on Equation 2. The calculated MPPM is less than the
molecular weight of cystamine (152.28 g/mol) which can be attributed to the cystamine
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molecules that react with polymer brush by two amines. The percentage of cystamine as
crosslinker, x, was calculated to be 12.7%, following Equation 3 in which Mcystamine is the
MW of cystamine (152.28 g/mol).
𝑥=

𝑀𝑐𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒 −𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀

Equation 3

The anhydride conversion k can be calculated according to Equation 4 and the
results are shown in Table 1. (See Appendix for the estimation of conversion
uncertainty).
𝑀1

𝑘=𝑀

𝑃𝑃𝑀

𝑇

(𝑇2 − 1)Equation 4
1

Table 4.1
Thickness and conversion of cystamine-modified pSMA brush
Time (s)
7
10
15
20
30
45
60
1200

Before PPM (nm)
82.3±1.2
79.8±0.8
82.8±0.1
82.3±0.3
81.1±0.3
75.0±0.6
76.3±0.6
92.7±0.9
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After PPM (nm)
116.7±0.3
118.3±0.6
126.7±0.9
130.7±0.8
131.7±0.6
123.3±0.4
125.5±1.0
154.7±1.6

Conversion (%)
62.5±4.2
72.2±4.1
79.5±3.8
88.0±4.2
93.5±4.5
96.5±5.1
96.6±4.8
100.0±5.7

Figure 4.3 Anhydride conversion (k) versus time for the cystamine PPM of pSMA
brushes (≈ 80 nm initial thickness) under good solvent conditions.
The intrinsic rate of the maleic anhydride-cystamine reaction was observed to be
extremely fast under good solvent conditions, as shown in Figure 4.3. The anhydride
conversion versus time plot for PPM of an 80 nm pSMA brush showed that 72%
conversion was achieved within 10 s and near 97% conversion was reached within 60 s.
The rate of the PPM reaction can be written as Equation 5 in which t is the reaction time,
[A] and [C] represent the number of maleic anhydride units accessible to the PPM
solution and cystamine concentration, respectively.
−

𝑑[𝐴]
~ [𝐴] ∗ [𝐶]Equation
𝑑𝑡

In the PPM reaction of the pSMA polymer brush, cystamine concentration in the
solution is in large excess compared to the concentration of anhydride groups on the
surface, so [C] can be assumed to be constant over time and thus the reaction rate
depends only on the anhydride concentration [A]. As a result, the PPM of the pSMA
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polymer brush under good solvent conditions should follow pseudo-first-order kinetics,
as shown by Equation 6, where [A0] is the number of anhydride groups before PPM, t is
reaction time and S is the apparent reaction rate constant. At a given reaction time, t, [A]
can be expressed by Equation 7 where k is the anhydride conversion. Equation 6 can be
rewritten as shown by Equation 8.
𝑙𝑛[𝐴] = 𝑙𝑛[𝐴0 ] − 𝑆𝑡 Equation 6
[𝐴] = [𝐴0 ] ∗ (1 − 𝑘) Equation 7
-𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑘) = 𝑆𝑡Equation 8
As shown in Figure 4.4, fitting the data (from 0 to 30 s) to a pseudo-first-order
limited equation (Equation 8) yielded a plot with varying slopes, indicating that the
apparent reaction rate constant decreased over time. The decrease of the apparent
reaction rate constant at longer reaction time (and at higher conversion) can be attributed
to additional diffusion barrier caused by PPM. As the cystamine modification adds more
mass onto the polymer chains, polymer brush thickness increases. At higher conversion,
cystamine molecules in solution must further diffuse into the polymer brush in order to
functionalize the buried anhydride sites closest to the substrate surface and the PPM
enters a ‘diffusion resistance regime’.50 The PPM of the polymer brush in the
‘diffusional resistance regime’ remains pseudo-first-order but proceeds at a reduced
reaction rate. The reaction rate of cystamine modification of pSMA brush reduced from
0.132 s-1 to 0.074 s-1 after entering the diffusional resistance regime. Similarly, Orski et
al. observed a polymer brush functionalization with slowed reaction rate due to diffusion
limitations51.
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Figure 4.4 Pseudo-first-order limited plot of cystamine PPM of pSMA brush of 80 nm
under good solvent conditions where k represents the anhydride conversion.
The slopes of the first and second stages are 0.132 s-1 and 0.074 s-1, respectively.

4.3.3 Reduction of Cystamine Modification of pSMA brushes
Upon exposure the pSMA-cystamine brush in TCEP solution under a nitrogen
environment, the disulfide linkage was reduced to thiol groups.(Scheme 4.3a) Figure
4.2c shows the FTIR spectrum of the reduced pSMA-cystamine brush and the peak at
2567 cm-1 of the –SH group confirms the formation of polyfunctional thiols along the
backbone. The decrease of polymer brush thickness after cystamine reduction was
mainly due to the mass loss of cystamine moieties that only reacted with the polymer
brush by one amine. Assuming constant polymer brush mass density, the conversion of
polymer pendent thiol was calculated as 87.2±3.2 %.
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Scheme 4.3 (a) Reduction of cystamine-modified pSMA brush and subsequent thiol-ene
reaction and (b) commercially available maleimides and methacrylate used for PPM: 1)
N-methylmaleimide, 2) N-phenylmaleimide, 3) poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate.
The pendent thiols exposed along the polymer brush after reduction serve as
reactive handles for facile modification using various thiol-mediated reactions. Scheme
4.3 shows the approach towards sequential postmodification of the thiol groups via basecatalyzed thiol-ene reactions using a series of maleimides (N-methylmaleimide and Nphenylmaleimide) and poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate. Specifically, the
modifications were carried out using 1,8-diazabicyclo(5.4.0)undec-7-ene as the catalyst
yielding a thioether as the product of the side-chain modification. Figure 4.5 shows the
corresponding gATR-FTIR spectra of the thiol-ene modified polymer brush surfaces.
With each modification, total disappearance of the thiol peak at 2567 cm-1 was observed.
In Figure 4.5a, the peaks at 1774 cm-1 and 1695 cm-1 correspond to the carbonyl peaks on
the characteristic five-membered ring of the maleimide. In Figure 4.5b, the peak at 1778
cm-1 and 1712 cm-1 corresponds to the carbonyl peaks on the maleimide ring. In Figure
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4.5c, the peak at 1731 cm-1 and 1105 cm-1 correspond to the ester carbonyl group and the
–C-O-C- linkages of PEGMA, respectively.

Figure 4.5 gATR-FTIR of (a) N-methylmaleimide, (b) N-phenylmaleimide, (c)
poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate modified reduced pSMA-cystamine polymer brush.
The thickness change was recorded and was used to estimate the overall
conversion of each thiol-ene modification (Table 2). Modification of the pendent thiol
with N-methylmaleimide and N-phenylmaleimide increased the brush thickness from
123.6 nm prior to modification to 170.9 and 190.7 nm, respectively, which indicates the
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reaction approaches quantitative conversion of the thiol pendent polymer brush. The
PEG-methacrylate modifier, with its large molecular weight and size, resulted in less than
the quantitative conversion of the thiol pendent polymer brush due to sterically hindered
penetration of the large modifier into the brush. The influence of modifier size and
penetration into polymers thin film in the brush regime was well-described by Ruhe and
coworkers52. These results illustrate cystamine modification of pSMA brushes as an
efficient route to fabricate polymer brush surfaces containing polyfunctional thiol groups
for subsequent thiol-ene modification.
Table 4.2
Thickness and conversion of thiol-ene modification reduced pSMA-cystamine brush

N-methylmaleimide
N-phenylmaleimide
PEG methacrylate

Before PPM (nm)
123.6±0.5
123.6±0.5
94.7±0.9

After PPM (nm)
170.9±1.8
190.7±1.2
165.2±3.0

Conversion (%)
90.6±4.0
85.3±2.2
60.5±4.6

4.3.4 Postmodification of pSMA Brush Using Amines
As a final demonstration of the broad utility of the pSMA brush platform, we take
advantage of the efficient anhydride-amine reaction as a simple and efficient route to
generate functional surfaces. Scheme 4.4 shows the postmodification of pSMA brush
using a number of commercially available amines. In order to achieve anhydride high
conversion, amine modifications of pSMA brushes were conducted under good solvent
conditions.
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Scheme 4.4 .(a) Postmodification of pSMA brush using amines and (b) commercially
available amines used for PPM: 1) propylamine, 2) allylamine, 3) propargylamine, 4)
aminopropyl isobutyl POSS, 5) dopamine and 6) cystamine
Figure 4.6 shows the gATR-FTIR of the amine modified pSMA brush. In all five
spectra, the anhydride peaks at 1857 cm-1 and 1781 cm-1 are no longer observed. In the
spectra shown in Figure 4.6a, b, c, and e the carbonyl peaks of the carboxylic acid are
observed at 1712~1716 cm-1. Figure 4.6a shows the gATR-FTIR spectrum of the
propylamine-modified pSMA brush with peaks at 2963 cm-1 and 2877 cm-1 correspond to
the –C-H vibrations of methyl groups. Figure 4.6b shows the IR spectrum of allylamine
modified pSMA brush with a peak at 919 cm-1 corresponds to the =C-H moiety. Figure
4.6c shows the IR spectrum of propargylamine modified pSMA brush with a
characteristic peak at 2122 cm-1 corresponds to the ≡C-H vibration. Figure 4.6d shows
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the IR spectrum of aminopropylisobutyl POSS modified pSMA brush with a very strong
peak at 1103 cm-1 corresponds to the –Si-O- moiety that dwarfs other peaks. Figure 4.6e
shows the IR spectrum of dopamine-modified pSMA brush with peaks at 1600 cm-1,
1522 cm-1, and 1453 cm-1 corresponds to the aromatic –C-H groups and a peak at 1115
cm-1 corresponds to the aromatic –OH group, respectively.

Figure 4.6 gATR-FTIR of postmodified pSMA brush by (a) propylamine, (b) allylamine,
(c) propargylamine, (d) aminopropylisobutyl POSS and (e) dopamine hydrochloride
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Upon addition of amines onto the polymer backbone, the brush thickness
increases were measured using ellipsometry. For the amine modification reactions, all
but aminopropylisobutyl POSS show high conversion (~90%). Aminopropylisobutyl
POSS modified pSMA gave 62% conversion which can be attributed to the bulkiness of
the POSS cage that inhibits the penetration into the polymer brush52. The thickness and
conversion of amine modified pSMA brush samples are summarized in Table 3.
Table 4.3
Polymer brush thickness and conversion of amine modified pSMA brush

Propylamine
Allylamine
Propargylamine
Aminopropylisobutyl
POSS
Dopamine

Before PPM (nm)
78.2±0.1
93.9±0.7
78.4±0.3

After PPM (nm)
100.3±0.4
120.7±1.5
99.2±0.5

Conversion (%)
96.9±2.4
101.0±7.9
97.1±3.5

46.8±0.3

171.9±1.3

61.7±2.4

78.6±0.4

130.2±1.0

86.6±3.0

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we showed that cystamine modification of pSMA brush surfaces
can serve as a straightforward approach towards the fabrication of polymer brush surfaces
containing pendent polyfunctional thiols for further thiol-ene modifications.
Furthermore, the amine-maleic anhydride of pSMA brush was found to be very efficient
so that the pSMA brush itself can be used as a modular and versatile platform for PPM
with a broad range of functional amines.
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4.6 Appendix Styrene/Maleic Anhydride – An Efficient Route Toward Pendent
Thiol Polymer Brush Surface and Post-Polymerization Modification Platform
Table A.3
Water contact angle measurements of pSMA before and after modification
Polymer brush

Water contact angle (degree)
91.6±2.0
69.4±3.2
65.6±3.0
63.8±1.0
69.9±1.0
36.9±1.0
71.9±1.3
71.1±1.0
70.7±1.7
106.2±2.2
72.7±2.1

pSMA
pSMA-cystamine
pSMA-cystamine reduced
pSMA-cystamine- N-methylmaleimide
pSMA-cystamine- N-phenylmaleimide
pSMA-cystamine- PEG methacrylate
Propylamine
Allylamine
Propargylamine
Aminopropylisobutyl POSS
Dopamine
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Table A.4
Peak assignment of polymer brushes
Polymer Brush
pSMA
pSMA-cystamine

Wavenumber cm-1
1781, 1857
1454, 1494
1641

~3400
2567
1774, 1695

-C=O, maleic anhydride
-C-H, aromatic
-C=O amide I
-N-H amide II
–COO-,
carboxylate salt, asym
–COO-,
carboxylate salt, sym
-NH3+
-C=O of –COOH
-C=O amide I
-N-H, amide II
–COO-,
carboxylate salt, asym
-OH
-S-H
-C=O, maleimide

1778, 1712

-C=O, maleimide

1731
1105
~3400
2963, 2877
919
2122
3284
1103

-C=O, ester
C-O-C, ether
-O-H
-C-H, methyl
=CH2
-C≡C≡C-H
-Si-O-

1600, 1522, 1453
1115

-C-H, aromatic
-O-H, aromatic

1564
1405

pSMA-cystamine reduced

~3400
1718
1647
1593, 1584

pSMA-cystamimemethylmaleimide
pSMA-cystamimephenylmaleimide
pSMA-cystamime- -PEGMA

pSMA-propylamine
pSMA-allylamine
pSMA-propargylamine
pSMA-aminopropylisobutyl
POSS
pSMA-dopamine
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Uncertainty of MPPM
The molar mass of modifier moiety that reacts with polymer brush (MPPM) at full
conversion can be calculated based on Equation A1. In Equation A1 T1 is the brush
thickness before PPM, T2 is the brush thickness after PPM, and M1 is the molar mass of
the polymer brush repeat unit, respectively.
𝑇2
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀 = 𝑀1 ( − 1)Equation
𝑇1
The uncertainty of MPPM , ΔMPPM can be calculated based on Equation A2.

𝛥𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀

𝑇2
𝑇2
𝛥𝑇2 2
𝛥𝑇1 2
√
= 𝛥 (𝑀1 ) = 𝑀1 ( ) (
) +(
) Equation
𝑇2
𝑇1
𝑇1
𝑇2

Uncertainty of Anhydride Conversion, k
The anhydride conversion, k can be calculated by Equation A3.
𝑘=

𝑀1 𝑇2
( − 1)Equation
𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀 𝑇1

For conversion calculations based on ΔMPPM, the conversion uncertainty, Δk, can
be described by Equation A4.
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑘

𝛥𝑘 = 𝑘 ∗ √(𝜕𝑀

𝑃𝑃𝑀

2

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑘 2

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑘 2

1

2

) (𝛥𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀 )2 + ( 𝜕𝑇 ) (𝛥𝑇1 )2 + ( 𝜕𝑇 ) (𝛥𝑇2 )2 Equation A4

Combining Equation 4 and Equation A4, Δk can be expressed by Equation A5.
𝛥𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀 2

𝛥𝑘 = 𝑘 ∗ √(

𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀

𝑇

2

) + ( 2) (
𝑇1

𝛥𝑇1
𝑇2 −𝑇1

𝛥𝑇2

)2 + (

𝑇2 −𝑇1

2

) Equation A5

For conversion calculations based on known MPPM values (ΔMPPM =0), the
conversion uncertainty, Δk, can be described by Equation A6.

Δ𝑘 = 𝑘 ∗ √(

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑘 2
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑘 2
) (𝛥𝑇1 )2 + (
) (𝛥𝑇2 )2 Equation
𝜕𝑇1
𝜕𝑇2
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Combining Equation 4 and Equation A6, Δk can be expressed by Equation A7.

Δ𝑘 =

𝑇2
𝑀1
𝛥𝑇1 2
𝛥𝑇2 2
∗
∗ √(
) +(
) Equation
𝑇1 𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑀
𝑇2
𝑇1

Uncertainty of –ln(1-k)
The uncertainty of –ln(1-k), Δ[–ln(1-k)],can be expressed by Equation A8.
𝛥𝑘

Δ[−ln(1 − 𝑘)] = 1−𝑘 Equation A8
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CHAPTER V – BUCKLING INSTABILITIES IN POLYMER BRUSH SURFACES
VIA POSTPOLYMERIZATION MODIFICATION
5.1 Introduction
Buckling instabilities are ubiquitous in soft materials and can be exploited to
define the shape, morphology, and function of complex systems – as exemplified by
nature in the wrinkling of skin1 or folding of brain tissue.2 Following nature’s lead,
strain-induced wrinkling of polymer thin films has emerged as a powerful bottom-up
approach to engineer surfaces that exhibit complex ordered and disordered patterns at
multiple length scales.3 Recently, significant efforts have focused on exploiting this
approach to create surfaces suitable for a range of applications, including advanced
adhesion,4-7 tunable wettability,8-9 antifouling,10-11 particle assembly,12 stem cell
growth/differentiation,13 ultrasensitive pressure sensor,14 stretchable electronics,15-16
microlens arrays,17 diffraction gratings,18-19 microcontact printing,20 maskless
lithography,21 open-channel microfluidics,22 and among many others.23-25
Buckling instabilities in polymer films can be engineered using three primary film
structures: layered, homogeneous, and gradient systems.3, 23 In the prototypical example,
surface wrinkling can occur from in-plane compression (i.e. mechanical, thermal or
osmotic) of a bilayer composed of a thin, high modulus film bonded to a semi-infinite,
low modulus substrate. The onset and wavelength of the wrinkles are dictated by the
thickness of the top film and the film/substrate modulus ratio, whereas the wrinkle
amplitude is related to applied strain. Researchers have demonstrated numerous methods
to create thin film structure profiles that can buckle, including metal deposition,18
UV/ozone oxidation,26 photo-induced crosslinking,27-28 and surface-grafting techniques,29
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however, these methods have focused primarily on the fabrication of thin films with
micro-scale morphologies on elastomeric substrates. Relatively few studies have focused
on methods to induce buckling instabilities in ultrathin (i.e. <100 nm) polymer films
attached to rigid substrates.27, 30
Postpolymerization modification (PPM) of polymer brushes – ultrathin assemblies
of polymer chains densely grafted to a surface such that chains experience strong
segmental repulsion and stretch perpendicular to the substrate – is a powerful platform
for tailoring the chemical and mechanical properties of surfaces.31 The extended chain
conformation of brushes has specific implications for the PPM process, where the high
osmotic pressure and reduced chain conformational entropy disfavor the penetration of
reactive modifiers into the brush.32-33 Thus, the penetration depth and the throughthickness compositional homogeneity of the brush resulting from the PPM process are
ultimately dependent on i) the reaction conditions (solvent quality, reaction efficiency,
and reaction time), ii) the tethered brush parameters (grafting density and thickness), and
iii) the physical properties of the reactive modifier (molecular mass and steric bulk).
Indeed, Klok et al. showed via neutron reflectometry33 and XPS34 that increases in brush
thickness, grafting density, and molecular mass of the modifier result in decreased depths
of penetration and increased vertical heterogeneity. Intentional manipulation of PPM
parameters provides an opportunity to design brush structures with tunable crosslinking
and swelling ratio that fulfill the requirements for nanoscale buckling within ultrathin
films on rigid substrates but has rarely been reported.
Recently, Brooks et al.35 reported the fabrication of nanoscale creases in ultrathin
poly(pentafluorophenyl acrylate) (pPFPA) brushes on silicon substrates following PPM
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of the pPFPA with an amine-terminated polymer under the confinement of microcontact
printing (μCP). The PPM process increased the molecular weight of the brush resulting
in osmotic swelling normal to the substrate surface. Confinement of the swollen brush
under the stamp led to a critical in-plane stress, which was relieved via formation of
creases. Brooks et al. demonstrated simple control over the crease morphology by
varying the stamping pressure; however, the prerequisite of mechanical confinement to
induce the buckling instability may limit the process to substrates with simple 2D
geometries.
Herein, we report a simple PPM approach to engineer ultrathin poly(styrene-altmaleic anhydride) (pSMA) brush surfaces with wrinkled morphologies, where the length
scale of the buckled features can be tuned using PPM reaction time and conversion.
PPM with a diamine modifier under poor solvent conditions for the brush limits
crosslinking to the near surface region. This process yields a rigid-on-soft throughthickness brush profile that differentially swells under good solvent conditions leading to
the buckling instability.
5.2 Experimental Section
5.2.1 Materials
Maleic anhydride (MA), acetonitrile, cystamine dihydrochloride, triethylamine,
tris(2-carboxylethyl) phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), propylamine, hexylamine,
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution and poly(styrene-maleic anhydride) polymer
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received. Styrene (Sty) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and was purified by passing through an alumina column
to remove inhibitor before use. Silica wafers (orientation <100>, native oxide) were
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purchased from University Wafer. Plasma cleaning of silicon substrates was done on
plasma cleaner from Harrick Plasma.
5.2.2 Instrumentation and Characterization
Ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a Gartner Scientific
Corporation LSE ellipsometer with a 632.8 nm laser at 70° from the normal. In situ
ellipsometry measurements were carried out using a home-build liquid cell with windows
normal to the direction of the incident light. The in situ measurements were conducted
for 60 min. Refractive indices (RI) of swollen polymer brushes were estimated using
linear effective medium approximation based on the RI of dry polymer and solvent. The
RI of solvent acetonitrile was 1.339. Grazing angle attenuated total reflection FTIR
(gATR-FTIR) analysis was carried out using a Thermo Scientific FTIR (Nicolet 8700)
equipped with a VariGATR accessory (grazing angle 65°, germanium crystal; Harrick
Scientific). Spectra were collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 by accumulating a
minimum of 128 scans per sample. All spectra were collected while purging the
VariGATR attachment and FTIR instrument with nitrogen along the infrared beam path
to minimize the peaks corresponding to atmospheric moisture and CO2. Spectra were
analyzed and processed using Omnic software. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was
performed using a Bruker Dimension Icon instrument. AFM height images were
collected in tapping mode (in air) to obtain thin film morphology. The polymer brush
samples were scanned using RTESPA-300 probes (from Bruker) with a spring constant
of 40 N/m. The AFM height images were analyzed using the SPIP software. The
wrinkle wavelengths were obtained from the radial averaged cross-section of fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the height image. Film moduli were measured in PeakForce
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Quantitative Nanomechanical Property Mapping (QNM) mode using the relative method,
in which polystyrene was chosen as the reference sample. AFM lithography was
performed on the same instrument with Aspire CT300-10 probe with spring constant of
40 N/m in contact mode (in air). Static water contact angles of polymer brush surfaces
were measured using 6 μL water droplets on a Rame-hart goniometer. Time-of-Flight
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) measurements have been performed at
the Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) in order to characterize the spatial distribution of
cystamine within the polymer brush. The experiments were conducted using ION.TOF5
mass spectrometer with Bi-ion primary gun (30 keV, 30 nA, 200 μm × 200 μm scanning
region, 5 μm spot size) as the ionization source and a sputtering Ar ion-cluster gun
(cluster size ~2000 ions, 5 keV, 4 nA, sputtering region 400 μm × 400 μm, spot size ~20
μm). The secondary ions were collected by a ToF detector in both positive detection
modes with resolution m/Δm~2000 4000. Si+, C3H3+, H3S+ ions were used to identify
carbon, sulfur and silicon component within the samples.
5.2.3 Surface-Initiated Polymerization of pSMA Brush
An azo-based trichlorosilane initiator was used and it was synthesized following
literature procedures.36-38 Silicon substrates were cleaned and functionalized with the
azo-based initiator following the procedures reported in the previous chapter. An oxygen
free solution containing styrene (1.0 mL, 0.91 g, 8.7 mmol), maleic anhydride (1.0 g,
10.2 mol) and anhydrous acetonitrile (10.0 mL) was prepared and was transferred into a
test tube that contains an initiator modified silicon substrate under nitrogen protection.
The test tube was heated at 95 °C for various times to obtain polymer brushes of different
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thickness. After heating, the pSMA substrate was thoroughly rinsed with acetonitrile and
dried under a flow of nitrogen.
5.2.4 PPM of pSMA Brush with Cystamine Dihydrochloride under Aqueous
Conditions
Cystamine dihydrochloride (40 mg, 0.18 mmol) and triethylamine (40 μL, 29 mg,
0.29 mmol) were dissolved in 4.0 mL of DI water. A substrate with pSMA brush on the
surface was placed in the cystamine solution at discrete reaction times (from 30 s to 3 h).
After PPM, the polymer brush substrate was thoroughly rinsed with DI water and dried
with a flow of nitrogen.
5.2.5 PPM of pSMA Brush with Cystamine Dihydrochloride in Good Solvent
Cystamine dihydrochloride (0.40 mg, 1.8 μmol) and triethylamine (0.40 μL, 0.29
mg, 2.9 μmol) were dissolved in 4.0 mL of solvent mixture that contains 50% of DI water
and 50% of acetonitrile. A substrate with pSMA brush on the surface was placed in the
cystamine solution for 30 s. The polymer brush substrate was thoroughly rinsed with DI
water and dried with a flow of nitrogen.
5.2.6 PPM of pSMA Brush with Monofunctional Amines under Aqueous Conditions
Hexylamine (0.40 μL, 0.31 mg, 3.1μmol) was added to 4.0 mL of DI water. A
substrate with pSMA brush on the surface was placed in the hexylamine solution at 30 s
and 150 s. The postmodified pSMA substrates were thoroughly rinsed with DI water and
dried with a flow of nitrogen. The post-modification of pSMA brush using propylamine
(0.24 μL, 0.17 mg, 2.9 μmol) was carried out in 4.0 mL of DI water in the same way.
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5.2.7 Reduction of Cystamine Modified pSMA Brush
A substrate with cystamine post-modified SMA brush was placed in a solution of
TCEP (60 mg, 0.21 mmol) in 6 mL of acetonitrile: PBS solvent mixture (50:50 by
volume) in a sealed test tube. The TCEP solution was under constant nitrogen purging
for 16 h. The substrate was then taken out of the solution, rinsed with DI water and dried
with a flow of nitrogen.
5.2.8 Sequential PPM of pSMA Brush
Propargylamine (40 μL, 34 mg, 0.62 mmol) was added to 4.0 mL of anhydrous
acetonitrile and a substrate of cystamine post-modified pSMA brush was placed in the
acetonitrile solution of propargylamine at room temperature for 1 h. The substrate was
then taken out of the solution, rinsed with acetonitrile followed by drying with a flow of
nitrogen.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Synthesis of pSMA Polymer Brush
For this work, we employed pSMA as a reactive polymer brush scaffold. As
demonstrated in Chapter IV, pSMA is easily obtained from commodity monomers and is
highly reactive towards amines for facile post-modification. Alternating pSMA brushes
were synthesized via surface-initiated polymerization of a 54:46 Sty: MA monomer feed
from silicon substrates modified with an asymmetric trichlorosilane azo-based initiator.
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Figure 5.1 ATR-FTIR spectra for a) pSMA brush, (b) pSMA brush exposed to ambient
air at room temperature for 7 days, and c) pSMA brush heated at 60 °C for 1 h in DI
water.
Polymerizations were carried out at 95 °C to generate pSMA brushes with
consistent thickness (≈ 80 nm). Following extraction, the surfaces displayed a typical
featureless brush morphology with 6.6 nm root-mean-squared (RMS) roughness, as
determined via atomic force microscopy (AFM) (See Appendix for Figure C1). The
chemical composition and hydrolytic stability of the pSMA brush were measured by
grazing angle attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).
Peaks at 1781 cm-1 and 1857 cm-1 are attributed to the five-membered anhydride ring,39-40
whereas peaks at 1454 cm-1 and 1494 cm-1 are indicative of the aromatic styrene unit. As
shown in Figure 5.1, the anhydride was found to be sufficiently stable in air at room
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temperature (i.e. minimal hydrolysis of the anhydride), and surprisingly stable when
immersed in deionized water at 60 °C for 60 min. The hydrophobicity of the pSMA
brush surfaces (92° water contact angle, Figure C1) likely contributes to the observed
stability by limiting diffusion of water into the brush – an important point that we
exploited for controlled PPM of the brush.

Scheme 5.1 Synthetic route to wrinkled polymer brush surfaces. PPM of pSMA brushes
with cystamine under poor solvent conditions and subsequent swelling of the partially
crosslinked brushes in acetonitrile.
5.3.2 Postpolymerization Modification (PPM) of pSMA with Cystamine
Dihydrochloride
pSMA brushes were reacted with cystamine dihydrochloride (in the presence of
trimethylamine, TEA) under aqueous conditions at discrete reaction times, according to
Scheme 5.1. Cystamine serves to partially crosslink the brush via reaction between the
amine and anhydride functional groups resulting in the formation of amide-acid moieties
along the backbone. The molar mass of the repeat units of the polymer brush increases
upon cystamine addition resulting in an overall increase in the brush thickness.41
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Figure 5.2 The anhydride conversion, k, versus reaction time profiles of cystaminemodified pSMA brush.
The insertion is data fitted to pseudo zero order kinetics from 0s to 1200s.

The apparent anhydride conversion of the PPM can be calculated based on the
thickness increase of the polymer brush as previously described by Equation 4 in Chapter
IV. The conversion can also be calculated based on the peak area of the anhydride
absorption using FTIR (See Appendix for Figure C2). The anhydride conversion versus
reaction time profiles of cystamine-modified pSMA brushes with an initial thickness of
80 nm is shown in Figure 5.2. As shown, conversion values from both ellipsometry and
FTIR methods are in good agreement with each other. The conversion difference at very
long reaction time (3h) measured using the two methods can be attributed to the
hydrolysis of anhydride groups. (see Appendix for Table C1)
Notably, the overall reaction rate of the PPM under aqueous conditions is much
slower compared to cystamine modification under good solvent conditions. Under
aqueous conditions, the anhydride conversion achieved a plateau of ~90 % conversion at
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3600s. In contrast, 93.5 % conversion was reached within 30s under good solvent
conditions (see Chapter IV, Table 4.1). Under aqueous conditions, the pSMA brush
exists in a collapsed state which poses a greater barrier for cystamine penetration into the
brush and slows the observed rate of the PPM process. At the beginning of the PPM
process, the number of accessible anhydrides to cystamine is limited by the rate of
cystamine diffusion into the polymer brush. Under these conditions, the PPM reaction
rate is independent of the total number of unreacted anhydride groups within the polymer
brush, [A], thus the PPM process would be expected to follow pseudo-zero-order kinetics.
(Equation 1)
−

𝑑[𝐴]
~D,
𝑑𝑡

The anhydride conversion of the 80 nm pSMA brushes under aqueous conditions
is plotted in Figure 5.2 (inset) with data fitted to pseudo-zero-order conditions. The
intercept of linear fit was set to zero. As shown in Figure 5.2 (inset), the kinetic model
fitted the data very well from 0s to 1200s. In contrast, cystamine modification of pSMA
brush under good solvent conditions follows pseudo-first-order kinetics (see Chapter IV
Figure 4.4).
5.3.3 Depth Profiling of Modified pSMA Brush Using ToF-SIMS
Alswieleh and coworkers recently demonstrated the use of solvent quality to
spatially control crosslinking within a brush surface; crosslinking in good solvent
provided homogeneous crosslinking throughout the brush, whereas poor solvents resulted
in crosslinking primarily in the surface region of the brush.42 Similarly, in our system,
poor solvent conditions are postulated to collapse the brush structure and initially limit
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the cystamine crosslinking reaction to the exposed brush interface. If the amineanhydride reaction is fast relative to diffusion of the cystamine into the brush (a good
assumption under poor solvent conditions), then reaction time serves as a facile
parameter to control the penetration depth of the cystamine, and consequently, the depth
of the crosslinked surface region within the brush. To explore this hypothesis, ToF-SIMS
analysis with argon ion cluster sputtering was employed to depth-profile the composition
of the pSMA brush as a function of cystamine modification time. Additionally, the
composition profiles were related to the anhydride conversion at each PPM time point.
The intensity of the carbon-containing (C3H3+) and sulfur-containing secondary ions
(H3S+) characteristic of the pSMA brush backbone and cystamine modifier, respectively,
were recorded as a function of the sputtering time and compared with the Si+ ions
originating from the underlying silicon substrate.43 The obtained composition versus
sputter time profiles, as shown in Figure 5.3, give a qualitative estimation of the depth
profile relative to the concentration of the cystamine in the polymer brush. The full
modification depth of cystamine was determined using the ratio of carbon and sulfur ion
intensities. The polymer brush/substrate interface was determined using the intersection
of the C3H3+ and Si+ profiles.44
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Figure 5.3 Secondary ion intensity – sputtering time profiles of unmodified and
cystamine modified pSMA brush samples.
(a) an 80 nm unmodified pSMA brush, cystamine-modified pSMA under aqueous conditions for (b) 60s, (c) 150s, (d) 300s, (e) 600s,
and (f) 3600s. (g) Cystamine modified pSMA brush under good solvent conditions. Anhydride conversion values are shown for each
PPM time point. (h) Fully modification depth versus cystamine modification time plot. (i) Fully modification depth versus
conversion plot.

Figure 5.3a displays the ion profiles of an unmodified pSMA brush. A
homogenous C3H3+ intensity was observed for the full thickness of the pSMA brush. The
noise level H3S+ intensity indicates the absence of sulfur within the brush, as expected
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without cystamine modification. The ToF-SIMS profiles of cystamine-modified pSMA
brushes under an aqueous condition with reaction times of 60s, 150s, 300s, and 600s are
shown in Figure 5.3b-e, respectively. As shown, H3S+ ions are primarily observed at the
polymer/air interface at short reactions times with intensities that quickly decay to noise
level with increasing sputter time. The H3S+ profiles progressively show a deeper
penetration of cystamine with increasing PPM time. Conversion of the sputter time axis
to cystamine modification depth (using knowledge of total brush thickness and sputter
rate) shows that PPM for 60s, 150s, 300s, and 600s under poor solvent conditions yields
cystamine modification depths of 6.0, 10.4, 12.5, and 39.3 nm, respectively (Figure 5.3h).
With extended cystamine modification time (3600s, Figure 3f), the H3S+ profiles exhibit
a high ion intensity that is homogeneous over the full thickness of the pSMA polymer
brush – results that indicate the modification reaction eventually penetrates the full
thickness of the brush (e.g. full 120 nm of the modified brush thickness contains
cystamine). To illustrate the importance of poor solvent conditions on the ability to tailor
the depth profile, Figure 5.3g shows the ToF-SIMS profile for a pSMA brush modified
with a very low concentration cystamine solution (0.45 mmol/L) for 30s under good
solvent conditions. The H3S+ profile shows a homogeneous distribution of cystamine
over the full brush thickness, despite having a much shorter cystamine modification time.
PPM under good solvent conditions swells the brush and reduces the disparity in the
timescales between amine-anhydride reaction time and the time required for diffusion of
the modifier into the brush resulting in a more homogeneous modified brush profile.
Figure 5.3h and 5.3i show the full modification depth versus modification time and
conversion, respectively. The results showed linear relationships between the
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modification penetration depth with reaction time and anhydride conversion.
Collectively, these ToF-SIMS results confirm the hypothesis that PPM reaction time
under poor solvent conditions enables control over the depth of the crosslinked surface
region within the brush.
5.3.4 Buckling Instability in Cystamine Modified pSMA Brush Surfaces

Figure 5.4 AFM height images and corresponding 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT)
spectra of cystamine-modified pSMA brushes (~80 nm initial thickness) following
reaction with cystamine and subsequent exposure to good solvent (acetonitrile)
conditions.
Next, pSMA brushes postmodified with cystamine under poor solvent conditions
were immersed in a good solvent (acetonitrile) for 60 min to induce swelling, as shown in
Scheme 5.1. We postulate that exposure of the selectively crosslinked brushes to a good
solvent will generate a swelling mismatch between the lateral and perpendicular
directions, and consequently a compressive stress at the interface of the crosslinked and
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non-crosslinked regions of the brush, creating an opportunity for swelling instabilities to
rise. Prior to swelling, the postmodified samples exhibited a typical featureless brush
morphology (RMS roughness: 6.6 nm) that was unchanged in comparison to the
unmodified pSMA brush morphology using AFM (Figure 5.4a). Figure 5.4b shows the
brush morphologies after swelling in acetonitrile for 60 min. The brush wrinkling
patterns that developed as a result of exposure to good solvent show a clear dependence
on the anhydride conversion, transitioning from random labyrinth with low conversion
(7.1 %) to lamellar-like morphologies at intermediate conversion (17%), and further to
connected peanut-like morphologies at higher conversion (27%). In general, wrinkles
were not observed in polymer brush samples modified with cystamine under poor solvent
conditions with anhydride conversions > 40 %.
To understand how swelling of the partially crosslinked polymer brush leads to
surface wrinkling, we determined the swelling ratio (SR) of the cystamine-modified
pSMA brushes as a function of anhydride conversion. In situ, ellipsometric thickness
measurements were conducted on a single angle/wavelength ellipsometry using a homemade liquid cell. The thickness of swollen brush was calculated using a multilayer model
consisting of Si, SiO2, initiator, and a homogeneous swollen polymer. The refractive
index (RI) of the swollen polymer layer was estimated using a linear effective medium
approximation of the dry pSMA brush and solvent.45 The swelling ratio was calculated
as the thickness ratio of swollen polymer over that of the dry polymer. Exposure of the
modified brushes to good solvent resulted in an increase in thickness as a result of
polymer chain extension. The presence of crosslinks within the film, while generating
the compressive stress needed for surface buckling, inhibits the segmental rearrangement
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of the brush and reduces the swelling ratio. Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between
swelling ratio and conversion for the cystamine-modified pSMA brushes. The swelling
ratio of an unmodified pSMA brush was ~2.1. At anhydride conversions < 20%, an
increase in the swelling ratio was observed that can be attributed to the solvent
compatibility contribution of carboxylic acid functional groups formed upon reaction of
the maleic anhydride with cystamine. Samples with anhydride conversions >30%
displayed lower swelling ratio due to the inhibition of swelling by the cystamine
crosslinks.46 The critical swelling ratio, below which the osmotic stress is insufficient to
induce surface buckling, was found to be ~1.75 (~40% anhydride conversion) – a critical
value that is consistent with other reports from literature.47

Figure 5.5 Swelling ratio versus anhydride conversion for pSMA brushes postmodified
with cystamine. The horizontal red line represents the critical swelling ratio.
The distribution of crosslinks within the pSMA brush also affects the swelling
ratio. A pSMA brush modified by cystamine under good solvent conditions with 17%
anhydride conversion resulted in a low swelling ratio (1.48) and no wrinkles were
observed after swelling in acetonitrile (see Appendix for Figure C3). Notably, the
swelling ratio for a brush sample with similar conversion but modified in aqueous
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condition was 2.4. As indicated by the previous ToF-SIMS discussion, pSMA brushes
postmodified under aqueous conditions exhibit a selectively crosslinked composition
profile. Postmodification under good solvent conditions yields crosslinks
homogeneously distributed throughout the thickness of the brush. Following acetonitrile
swelling, the more homogeneously crosslinked polymer brush swelled much less than the
selectively crosslinked brush. Thus, the swelling ratio was below the critical value for
the onset of the buckling instability and the compressive stress was insufficient to induce
surface wrinkling.
5.3.5 The Dependence of Wrinkle Wavelength on Conversion
The wavelength λ of wrinkling surfaces is governed by a factor f(H) associated
with film thickness and the relative stiffness of the upper layer and the bottom layer
(B/K), as shown in Equation 2,
𝐵 𝑒

λ ~ f(H) ∗ (𝐾) Equation 2
in which B is the bending stiffness of the skin, K is the stiffness of the underlying
foundation and the exponent, e, can be 1/3 or 1/4 depending on the different models.1
The wavelength of the wrinkle morphologies can be measured by taking the radial
average of the AFM 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra (Figure 5.4b, inset) in
which the circular shape of FFT is indicative of 2D isotropic oriented wrinkles and the
size of the rings scales inversely with the periodicity in the morphological feature.
A bilayer model of a rigid-on-soft modulus distribution profiles is used to
describe the wrinkle wavelength. Consider a rigid-on-soft model that contains a rigid
upper layer and an infinite underlying foundation, the wrinkle wavelength λ scales
proportionally with the thickness of the upper rigid layer h, as shown in Equation 3,
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1⁄3

(1 − 𝑣𝑓2 )𝐸𝑠
λ = 2πh (
)
3(1 − 𝑣𝑠2 )𝐸𝑓

Equation

where vs, Es and vf, Ef are the Poisson’s ratios and elastic moduli of the skin and
foundation materials, respectively.3
Based on the results of modification depth obtained by SIMS measurement, it can
be assumed that the upper layer thickness, h, is approximately proportional to conversion,
k. As a result, wrinkle wavelength λ is expected to be proportional to conversion, k, as
shown by Equation 4.
λ~h~k
The λ – k plots of cystamine-modified pSMA brushes are shown in Figure 5.6.
Also displayed are the linear fitted lines. The wrinkle wavelength λ scales linearly with
the conversion k. The fact that the fitted intercept was not zero is due to the finite
thickness of polymer brush.

Figure 5.6 Wrinkle wavelength – conversion plot.
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5.3.6 Tuning Wrinkle Wavelength by Adjusting Solvent Quality
Given a certain film thickness, wrinkle wavelength depends on the stiffness ratio
of the hard top layer and the soft foundation, as shown by Equation 2.1 Swelling of the
polymer brush not only generates osmotic stress within the film but also reduces the film
modulus.48 The more a polymer brush swells the smaller its modulus is expected to be.
Given equivalent solvent conditions, the bottom layer of unmodified pSMA brush swells
more than the upper layer which is near quantitatively modified by cystamine. Thus, the
modulus of the non-crosslinked region decreases far more than that of the crosslinked
regions upon swelling. While it is challenging to measure the polymer brush modulus
under swollen state, one would expect the polymer brush swelled under better solvent
quality to display greater stiffness ratio. Thus it is possible to tune the wrinkle
wavelength by adjusting the relative stiffness of the crosslinked/non-crosslinked regions
via solvent quality.
Modified pSMA brushes at equivalent conversions (7.8%) were swelled in
water/acetonitrile mixtures with different acetonitrile solution for 60 min. The AFM
images and FFT spectra in Figure 5.7 show that wrinkle wavelength increases with
increasing acetonitrile percentage in the swelling solution. Solutions with a higher
acetonitrile component exhibit better solvent quality thus increasing the stiffness ratio
and the wrinkle wavelength.
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Figure 5.7 AFM height images of modified pSMA brushes with 7.8% conversion swelled
in water/acetonitrile medium with increasing acetonitrile content.
(a) 30% of acetonitrile (λ=208 nm), (b) 50% of acetonitrile(λ=272 nm), (c) 70% of acetonitrile (λ=333 nm) and (d) 100% of
acetonitrile for 60 min (λ=538 nm). Insets are the FFT of the AFM images.

5.3.7 Evolution of the Wrinkling Process
After understanding the influence of crosslinks and solvent quality on the wrinkle
formation, we further studied the evolution of wrinkles by swelling cystamine-modified
pSMA brush samples (7% conversion) in acetonitrile for various times. Upon swelling,
the osmotic stress was immediately generated and triggered the out of plane deformation
of the flat surface. As shown in Figure 5.8a, discernable wrinkling features were
observed within remarkably short swelling time (1 min) with peak-to-valley height
differences (amplitude) of ~20 nm. Following 5 min of swelling, the surface displayed a
well-defined wrinkle morphology with peak-to-peak amplitude increased to ~35 nm
(Figure 5.8b). Longer swelling times allow full development of surface buckling where
the amplitude increased at a slower pace. The reduced amplitude growth rate is due to
relaxation of compressive stress via out-of-plane deformation.49 The AFM images of 15
min and 60 min swelled samples (Figure 5.8c, d) showing similar morphology and peakto-peak amplitude (~45 nm) indicates that the surface reached an equilibrium state.
Notably, samples of different swelling times displayed essentially equivalent wrinkle
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wavelength as shown by the FFT insertions (Figure 5.8, insertion) as the wrinkle
periodicity is ultimately governed by the thickness and mechanical parameters (i.e.
stiffness ratio) of the film under swelling condition and is thus independent of the
swelling time.49

Figure 5.8 AFM height images (20 μm × 20 μm and 5 μm × 5 μm) and representative
cross sections along the X direction of cystamine-modified pSMA polymer brush
samples with 7.8% conversion swelled in acetonitrile for different times.
(a ) 1 min (λ=556 nm), (b) 5 min (λ=556 nm), (c) 15 min (λ=556 nm) and (d) 60min (λ=538 nm). Insertions are the FFT of the AFM
images.

5.3.8 Thermal Stability of Cystamine Modified Surfaces
The thermal stability of cystamine-modified surfaces before and after swelling
was demonstrated by placing samples in an oven above the glass transition temperature
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for pSMA (e.g. 145°C overnight). Prior to acetonitrile swelling, the cystamine-modified
pSMA brush remained featureless after annealing at 145°C overnight. Following
acetonitrile swelling and wrinkle formation, the sample was annealed at 145°C overnight.
The AFM images showed essentially same buckling morphology. (See Appendix for
Figure C4) The results suggest that without swelling, heating alone does not buckle the
surface, and once wrinkled, the surface is thermodynamically stable.
5.3.9 Monofunctional Amine Modified pSMA Brush
The importance of employing cystamine as a crosslinker to facilitate the
wrinkling morphology was illustrated through several control experiments. First, pSMA
brushes were modified with two monofunctional amines (e.g. propylamine and
hexylamine) under aqueous conditions. The reactivity of propylamine and hexylamine
was much higher than that of cystamine dihydrochloride. As a result, the monofunctional
amine solutions with lower concentrations were used in order to target the anhydride
conversion of pSMA within a range (2.7% to 24.2%) over which pSMA brush
postmodified with cystamine showed wrinkled morphologies. Despite the similar chain
length of cystamine and hexylamine, using monofunctional amines as post-modifiers did
not lead to the formation of wrinkles regardless of PPM reaction time.(See Appendix for
Figure C5). Upon exposure to good solvent, pSMA brushes modified with primary
amines undergo osmotic swelling but lack the crosslinks necessary to generate the
compressive stress required for buckling.
5.3.10 Reduction of Cystamine Modified Polymer Brush
The second control experiment exploits the reversible nature of the disulfide
linkage in the cystamine crosslinker. Figure 5.9a shows a featureless AFM image of a
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cystamine-modified pSMA brush surface before acetonitrile swelling. Figure 5.9b shows
a buckling morphology occurred on the surface after swelling the sample in acetonitrile.
Subjecting the wrinkled pSMA brush to reducing conditions (tris(2-carboxyethyl)
phosphine (TCEP) in phosphate buffer) resulted in the release of the wrinkles, as
evidenced by the formation of a featureless brush morphology shown in Figure 5.9c.
This result again highlights the role of crosslinking on the buckling of polymer brush
surfaces in our system. Furthermore, the wrinkling-to-featureless morphological
transition points to an opportunity to engineer brush surfaces with dynamic buckling
behavior, where wrinkle formation and release are dictated via an external stimulus.

Figure 5.9 AFM height images of pSMA brushes (a) partially crosslinked with
cystamine, (b) exposed to acetonitrile to induce wrinkling, and (c) subjected to reducing
condition (TCEP in phosphate buffer solution) to cleave the disulfide linkage.
5.3.11 Alignment of wrinkles via AFM lithography
The orientation of wrinkled surfaces, if well aligned, have the applications as
microlens arrays,17 diffraction gratings18-19, and open-channel microfluidics.22 While the
surface buckling instability is caused by the applied compressive stress within the film,
the orientation of wrinkles is governed by the direction of the primary compressive stress.
The primary compressive stress can be tuned either by applying an external uniaxial
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strain on elastomeric foundations or by the uniaxial release of compressive stress
(Scheme 5.2).24, 50

Scheme 5.2 Schematic illustration of (a) isotropic stress-induced wrinkles with random
orientation and (b) aligned wrinkle induced by a uniaxial stress along the Y direction.
In our study, AFM lithography was used to pattern polymer brush surfaces in
order to align the wrinkled topographic features. As shown in Figure 5.10a-c (upper
images), the surfaces without patterning show isotropic wrinkling morphologies. The
surfaces with patterning on the right end of the image displayed aligned wrinkles near the
boundary (Figure 5.10a-c, center images). The cross sections along the X direction
(perpendicular to the edge) of the corresponding samples are also shown (Figure 5.10a-c,
bottom images) and the abrupt height changes at the right end of the height profiles
confirmed the total removal of film material from the surface. The edges displayed sharp
transitions in terms of thickness and the narrow peaks over the edge were due to the
crowding out effect of the AFM scratching process.
Notably, the wrinkles near the boundary were well aligned and were
perpendicular to the edge in all three images (Figure 5.10a-c, center images). Near the
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boundary, the compressive stress in the direction perpendicular to the edge was released
due to the discontinuity of the densely grafted polymer brush through the edge. Upon
swelling, the surface only experiences the stress parallel to the edge (primary stress)
resulting in aligned wrinkles in the transverse direction of the edge. Moving away from
the edge to the polymer side, the alignment of the wrinkles persists over a finite distance
beyond which the wrinkle gradually transits from ordered to random as the in-plane
compressive stress changed from uniaxial to isotropic. The length over which the
wrinkle is aligned is referred to as the persistence length, ζ.
The upper images of Figure 5.10a-c display the AFM images of wrinkled polymer
brush surfaces with different wrinkle wavelength. The center images of Figure 5.10a-c
show the AFM images of wrinkled polymer brush surfaces with different persistent
length. The observation that samples with larger wrinkle wavelength have larger
persistence length is consistent with the theoretical description of ζ – λ relation, as shown
in Equation 14 where Σ is the strain applied to the rigid upper layer from the osmotic
stress upon swelling. Es and Ef are the modulus of the top and the bottom layer,
respectively. The vs is the Poisson’s ratio of the upper rigid layer.51-52
1⁄3

1
1
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Figure 5.10 AFM height images of unpatterned (upper), patterned cystamine modified
pSMA brush (unmodified thickness ~ 97 nm) after swelling (center) and corresponding
cross section profiles along the X direction (bottom) at (a) 4.1 %, (b) 9.6 % and (c) 16.1%
conversion.
As a demonstration of the ability to fabricate surfaces with complex morphology,
a wrinkled surface of cystamine-modified pSMA brush was patterned with orthogonal
edges. (See Appendix for Figure C6) The resulting surface displayed two wrinkle
orientations that were perpendicular to each other.
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5.3.12 Long-Range Control of Wrinkle Alignment via Periodic Patterns
While the AFM lithography patterned surfaces demonstrated the creation of
aligned wrinkles, the range of wrinkle alignment is limit by the persistence length.
Periodically patterning of the surface is an efficient approach to allow long range control
of wrinkle orientation. Utilizing AFM lithography, pSMA brush surfaces modified with
cystamine at various conversions were patterned with periodic stripes in order to guide
the wrinkle direction. The periodicity of the pattern was 10 μm and the polymer brush
material between the stripes was totally removed from the substrates to allow the uniaxial
release of the compressive tension. As shown in Figure 5.11a, when the persistence
length was far smaller than the distance between stripes, the aligned wrinkle that
stemmed from the edges gradually converged to randomly oriented morphology at the
center of two stripes. With longer wrinkle wavelength and persistence length, as is
shown in Figure 5.11b and 5.11c, the ordered domains grew from the sides and merged
with one another at the center thus achieving long-range order of wrinkle arrangement
that covers a large area.
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Figure 5.11 AFM height images of periodically patterned cystamine-modified pSMA
brush (original thickness ~97 nm) of (a) 4.1 %, (b) 9.6 % and (c) 16.1 % conversion after
swelling with the pattern periodicity of 10 μm.
5.3.13 Tuning Wrinkle Alignment via Scratch Depth and Gradient
In this section, how the scratch depth and cross section profile affect the wrinkle
alignment was studied. AFM lithography was used to pattern the surfaces in such a way
that the surfaces were scratched at different depths and polymer brush material within
scratches was only partially removed from the substrate. Within each stripe, there was
only one sharp edge with abrupt thickness change while the other side exhibited a gradual
change of thickness through the edge. Figure 5.12 shows the 20 μm and 10 μm AFM
height images of patterned wrinkle surfaces (original thickness 96 nm, conversion 21.7
%) and the cross section profiles of the scratches along the X direction. The pattern
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periodicity is 10 μm and the stripe width is ~2 μm. The cross-section profile in Figure
5.12a shows that the depth of scratch on the right side of the groove is 35 nm and the left
side exhibited a depth gradient. The AFM image in Figure 5.12a showed that the wrinkle
on the right side of the groove (the one with drastic thickness change) was aligned in the
transverse direction of the edge with shorter persistence length compared to the patterned
surfaces in which the polymeric materials within the stripes was totally removed.
Decreasing the depth of scratch, as shown in Figure 5.12b and 5.12c, reduced the degree
of alignment and the persistence length and, eventually, yields isotropic wrinkles.
The trend observed is consistent with Equation 14. While removal of the
polymeric material of the upper layer allows releasing of compressive stress and wrinkle
alignment, the remaining polymer within the groove results in larger strain (Σ in Equation
14) applied to the neighboring surface from osmotic stress upon swelling. Further
decreasing the scratch depth increases Σ and reduces the persistence length. On the left
sides of the stripes where the edges exhibited a gradual thickness transition the wrinkles
are isotropic presumably because the continuous thickness change over the edge prevents
the compressive stress along the X direction from being sufficiently released. The
findings point to the possibility of using the scratch depth and shape to tune the alignment
of wrinkling surfaces.
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Figure 5.12 AFM height images of wrinkled cystamine-modified pSMA brush surfaces
patterned with various depth of scratch: (a) 35 nm, (b) 20 nm and (c) 10nm along with
corresponding cross-section profiles in the X direction.
5.3.14 Sequential PPM of pSMA Brush
Exerting control over brush wrinkle morphology simply using PPM reaction time
and conditions motivated us to investigate routes to tailor the brush morphology while
endowing the surface with additional chemical functionality. Following the initial
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cystamine modification using short reaction times, wrinkled pSMA brushes have a
significant fraction of residual anhydride functionality that can be addressed using
sequential postmodification reactions.

Scheme 5.3 Synthetic route for sequential postmodification reactions on pSMA brushes.
Wrinkled brushes are sequentially modified with propargylamine in acetonitrile for 60
min.
To demonstrate this capability, wrinkled pSMA brushes were subjected to a
second postmodification reaction using propargylamine in acetonitrile for 60 min
(Scheme 5.3). These conditions re-swell the wrinkled brush, fully convert the remaining
anhydrides to the amide-acids and provide alkyne moieties pendent to the polymer
backbone (See Appendix for Figure C7, carbon-carbon triple bond stretch 2125 cm-1).
Figure 5.13 shows the AFM morphologies for sequentially modified pSMA brush. A
significant decrease in wavelength (1154 nm to 517 nm, Figure 5.13) upon sequential
modification with propargylamine, was observed. The propargylamine backfilling
reaction added more mass onto the polymer brush and increased segmental repulsion
between grafted chains and further stretched the underlying layer. Sequential
modification with propargylamine increases the modulus of the underlying layer, thus
reducing the modulus ratio between the sequentially modified regions (i.e. pSMA fully
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modified with propargylamine exhibits a dry modulus of ≈2.5 GPa, Figure C8). The
second step modification of the partially crosslinked brush also swells the partially
crosslinked polymer brush due to an increase in osmotic pressure which would be
expected to increase the compressive stress exerted on the crosslinked surface region of
the brush that ultimately leads to the evolution of buckling morphology.

Figure 5.13 Evolution of pSMA brush morphology (31.1% conversion) (a) before and (b)
after sequential reaction with propargylamine.
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5.4 Conclusion
In summary, we demonstrated a simple postpolymerization modification approach
to engineer ultrathin polymer brush surfaces with tunable wrinkled and morphologies.
Postmodification of pSMA brushes under poor solvent conditions enabled crosslinking
under a collapsed state, where reaction time was postulated to dictate the ultimate
thickness and profile of the crosslinked surface region. Exposure of the partially
crosslinked brushes to good solvent conditions swells the polymer brush and generates an
anisotropic osmotic pressure. Swelling ratio was found to increase with decreasing
crosslinking conversion. At low conversion, the high compressive stress within highly
swelled polymer brush give rise to the buckling instability on the surface. The brush
morphology can be tailored from nanoscale labyrinth-like wrinkles to microscale
lamellar-like wrinkles simply by tuning the conversion, while wrinkle wavelength scales
linearly with conversion. We anticipate our work will provide new routes to engineer
ultrathin brush surfaces with complex functionality and morphology for a variety of
applications.
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5.7 Appendix Buckling Instabilities in Polymer Brush Surfaces Via
Postpolymerization Modification

Figure A.6 AFM height images of a typical unmodified pSMA brush surface. Inset
image shows the static water contact angle of the unmodified pSMA brush

Figure A.7 ATR-FTIR spectra of pSMA brushes (≈ 80 nm initial thickness) postmodified with cystamine aqueous solution at discrete reaction times.
The conversion of the amidation reaction of maleic anhydride at discrete times was calculated using the peak area values of the
anhydride peak at 1781 cm-1 (aromatic peak at 1454 cm-1 used as reference).
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Table A.5
Brush thickness and conversion following postmodification with cystamine
Time (s)
60
150
300
600
1200
3600
10800

Conversion (%)
IR
7.0
8.6
16.6
25.3
NA
NA
100

Ellipsometry
7.1±4.5
8.3±5.9
16.7±3.0
27.6±4.6
60.3±8.3
92.1±7.2
91.0±7.9

Figure A.8 AFM height image of a pSMA brush surface modified with cystamine under a
good solvent condition with 17% conversion followed with swelling in acetonitrile.
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Figure A.9 AFM height images cystamine-modified pSMA brushes of (a) before swelling
(b) after swelling, prior and after annealing at 145°C overnight
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Figure A.10 AFM images of pSMA brushes postmodified with monofunctional amines.
using identical reaction conditions as used for cystamine: (a) hexylamine and (b) propylamine. As shown, wrinkles were not observed
after swelling in acetonitrile.
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Figure A.11 AFM height image of a wrinkling surface of pSMA brush modified with
cystamine and patterned with orthogonal scratches.
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Figure A.12 ATR-FTIR: a) pSMA brush b) pSMA brush in cystamine aqueous solution
for 1 min (≈ 7 % anhydride conversion) (c) cystamine-modified pSMA brush after
backfilling of propargylamine (PA) in acetonitrile for 60 min.
Peaks at 2122 cm-1 and 3274 cm-1 indicate the incorporation of the alkyne functional group.
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Figure A.13 Height, modulus, and modulus image histograms for (a) pSMA (melt
pressed film), (b) pSMA brush, (c) pSMA brush modified with cystamine, and (d) pSMA
brush modified with propargylamine.
Images were obtained using PeakForce Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping (Bruker Dimension Icon).
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Table A.6
Molecular weight of monomers and cystamine.
Compound

MW (g/mol)

Styrene
Maleic anhydride
Styrene-Maleic anhydride
Cystamine
Cystamine as crosslinker
Propargylamine

104.15
98.06
202.21
152.28
77.14
55.08

Table A.7
IR absorption peaks of pSMA and postmodified brushes
Wavenumber (cm-1)
1857, 1781
1494, 1454
3405
1718
3400
1641
1564
1405
2567
1718
3274
2125

Peak Assignment
C=O, cyclic five-membered ring anhydride
aromatic
O-H, carboxylic acid
C=O, carboxylic acid
N-H, amine
C=O, amide
asym C=O, carboxylic salt
sym C=O, carboxylic salt
S-H, thiol
C=O, carboxylic acid
≡C-H, yne
C≡C, yne
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CHAPTER VI - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
6.1 Conclusion
The research presented in this dissertation is focused on the fabrication of
polymer brush surfaces with complex functionality and architectures via
postpolymerization modification – specifically with a better understanding of the balance
of the effectiveness of PPM and parameters that govern the diffusion of reactive moieties
into near-surface regions. In Chapter I, a general introduction was provided overviewing
the properties, synthesis, and characterization of ultrathin polymer brush on surfaces, the
postpolymerization modification of polymer brush in an effort to the fabrication of
functional soft surfaces, the effectiveness of PPM, and buckling instability of thin films.
In Chapter II, microwave-assisted surface-initiated polymerization (μW-SIP) was
developed and employed to demonstrate the synthesis of polymer brushes on silicon and
quartz substrates. The μW-SIP approach shows significant enhancements in polymer
brush thickness at reduced reaction times and monomer concentration.
In Chapter III, the postpolymerization modification of a poly(2-isocyanatoethyl
methacrylate) (pNCOMA) brush surfaces with two deuterated thiols of different sizes
was studied and the depth profiles of the distribution of deuterated thiourethane alkyl
moieties within the polymer brush were drawn using neutron reflectometry analysis. By
applying a sequential PPM strategy, polymer brush with pseudo-block copolymer
architectures was synthesized.
In Chapter IV, a poly(styrene-alt-maleic anhydride) (pSMA) copolymer brush
was synthesized in an effort to fabricate polymer brush surface containing pendent
polyfunctional thiols for further thiol-ene modifications via a two-step modification.
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Furthermore, the pSMA brush itself was found to be a stable and versatile platform for
amine modifications.
In Chapter V, a straightforward PPM approach, utilizing the knowledge gained in
Chapter III and IV, to engineer ultrathin polymer brush surfaces with tunable wrinkled
and creased morphologies was demonstrated by creating a modulus mismatch between
the top layer and bottom of the polymer brush via selectively crosslinking of the outer
layer of pSMA brushes by balancing the rate of PPM and reactive molecule diffusion.
6.2 Future Works
The knowledge gained in this dissertation has broadened the scope of the
approach of surface-initiated polymerization and postpolymerization modification in
terms of polymer surface engineering. The following recommendations are suggested to
advance the work reported in this dissertation:
1) The observed enhancement effect of microwave assisted surface-initiated
polymerization in Chapter II has great potential in reduce the cost and improve the
efficiency of the synthesis of polymer brushes. It would be beneficial that this approach
be applied to polymer brush synthesized on non-flat surfaces, i.e. nanoparticles,
nanotubes, graphenes etc and to postpolymerization modifications that requires heating.
2) The preliminary findings of heterogeneity of postmodified pNCOMA brush in
Chapter III point to further investigation of the influence of parameters such as solvent
quality, grafting density on the PPM process.
3) The results in Chapter IV suggest that cystamine-modified pSMA brush has
huge potential as polymer brush platform for postpolymerization modification that
contains polymer chain pendent polyfunctional thiols that can be further exploited by a
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plethora of thiol ‘click’ reactions including photo- and base-catalyzed thiol-ene, thiolyne, and thiol-bromo reactions. Cystamine modified polymer brush provides a
straightforward route towards pendent protected thiol polymer brush which often requires
more complicated synthesis of either monomer or postmodifier with protecting groups.
4) The buckling instability of cystamine-modified pSMA surfaces demonstrated
the fabrication of nanoscale wrinkled surface on rigid substrates without physical
compression or other external applied confinement by selectively crosslinking of the
polymer brush. Current research (not included in this dissertation) already showed that
other crosslinkers such as aliphatic diamine modified pSMA would show similar
buckling instabilities and the same approach shall be applicable to polymer brushes with
different chemistries. The effect of crosslinker (size, architecture, and reactivity),
polymer brush properties (grafting density, copolymer) on the buckling behavior is yet to
be studied. The modulus change of polymer brush upon swelling and sequential
modification has not been thoroughly understood due to the difficulty of in-situ
measurement of polymer brush under swelling state.
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